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Corporate Governance:
A Sure Way to Progress
Corporate governance is an issue that is fundamental to the success of all businesses
today. It is a key element in corporate social responsibility, and it is integral to developing
corporations that want to compete on the world stage. Clearly, good corporate governance
is a team effort. One of the major players in the team is the chartered accountant.
Right or wrong, the accounting profession and particularly auditors have been in for
a healthy share of criticism by media and regulators in the past two years. Questions
have been raised about their roles and responsibilities in corporate financial reporting,
and about their ethics and independence.
Over the last two years we have heard the concerns about “creative accounting” followed
by issues regarding auditor independence and conflict of interest. As the regulatory body
of the accountancy profession, MIA does not take such developments lightly.
In Malaysia, the Institute wants to get an accurate measure of how the profession is
perceived to be doing its job in fulfiling its public interest mandate. If there are issues,
we will fix them. We have said it before and we say it again — ethics and integrity are
what the profession is all about. This is not only pivotal for the accountancy profession,
but also for the financial health of the countr y.
The accountancy profession has many stakeholders — investors, lenders, regulators,
governments, employees and customers — all of whom rely on credible, reliable and
transparent financial reporting.
Imagine for a moment if there was no audit. How would the capital markets function?
The reliability and credibility of financial reporting is essential for their effectiveness
and security. Auditors play a vital role in enhancing the stability of capital markets, in
promoting liquidity, and in lowering the cost of capital. For auditors to perform their
roles, objectivity and independence on their part is paramount.
It is important to remember that financial reporting standards be followed properly.
But it is a different world out there. Business has changed. In a world of constant
change and growing complexity, effective corporate governance is a global imperative.
There have been high-profile cases of business failure … from Enron to Worldcom,
from Business Fraud to Bogus Accountants with increasing calls for accountability
and corporate social responsibility in the face of the merger frenzy and dot-com hype.
In this environment, the role of chartered accountants in protecting public interest
is critical. We are proactively working with others in investor education and protection
to increase knowledge and understanding of corporate governance and financial
reporting matters. We plan to increase communications and dialogue with the users of
financial information, particularly with regard to new developments. And we plan to
continue to work closely with our regulatory colleagues to ensure we meet our common
goal: to protect public interest and contribute to excellent corporate governance. AT

Editor
ACCOUNTANTS TODAY

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A key element in the world of publishing is what readers have to say.
We want to hear from you on just about anything that appears in
each issue of ACCOUNTANTS TODAY. Why not drop us a line now?

CONTRIBUTION OF ARTICLES
Accountants Today welcomes original and previously unpublished contributions which are of interest to
accountants, business leaders, executives and scholars. Manuscripts should cover domestic or international
accounting developments. Lifestyle articles of interest to accountants are also welcomed.
Manuscripts should be submitted in English or Bahasa Malaysia and range from 2,500 to 5,000 words
(double-spaced, typed pages). They should be submitted in hardcopy and diskette (3.5 inch) form in Microsoft
Word or Lotus Wordpro. Manuscripts are subject to a review procedure without prejudice and the Editor
reser ves the right to make amendments which may be deemed appropriate prior to publication.
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What the Accountants Say
Payment for Software: Is it a
Royalty Payment or Not?
Dear Editor,
 The article entitled “Payment for Software: Is it
a Royalty Payment or Not?” written by Joseph Anthony T. in the June 2004 issue of ACCOUNTANTS
TODAY was an interesting read.
It was well structured. The article
gave a good definition of ‘royalties’,
explained the concept of copyrights
(as per the Malaysian Copyright
Act, 1987) and had a brief overview
of the Canadian and US copyright
laws. In addition, it also analysed
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s
(OECD’s) Commentary on Article
12 (Royalties) plus touched on case
law and regional development on
this issue (including the Inland
Revenue Authority of Singapore’s (IRAS’s) guidelines entitled “Exemption of Shrink-wrap Software
Payments from Withholding Tax’).
A simplified and practical case study was also
given and the information provided in the article was utilised to help determine whether payments made to a non-resident company as consideration for software acquired should be treated
for tax purposes as royalty payments to a nonresident (and thus attract 10 per cent Malaysian Withholding Tax of the gross payment, un-

Accountants at the Helm
Dear Editor,
 With all the hustle and bustle of daily corporate
and working life, one could be forgiven for not
noticing that a council member of MIA has been
appointed as a director for Telekom Malaysia
This surely is a recognition and an honour for
MIA. In fact local papers reported that Datuk Nur
Jazlan comes with very wide corporate experience
and expertise. I suggest AT run a feature on him
to list out all these varied corporate achievements
so that other members are all the wiser.
I believe this extensive corporate background
will help and guide the new management of
Telekom Malaysia to reach greater heights, as
high as their Lembah Pantai headquarters.
On Friday 10 July 2004, his experience and
knowledge was again highlighted in NST via a re-

der Section 109B of the Malaysian Income Tax
Act, 1967) or should they not be considered as
royalty payments.
The article helped to distinguish clearly the
circumstances in which payments received as
consideration for computer software acquired

would be treated as royalties or alternatively they
would constitute business profits. The wordings
in the software sales agreement concluded would
be crucial in helping to determine whether the
payment for software can be classified as a royalty payment or not.
Please continue to feature any further updates
on this issue. Thank you. — Paul Vijiendran
Thambyrajah
EDITOR — Thank you

port of the question he raised in parliament whereby
he inquired whether the government has plans to
require companies to issue shares at par to government-linked institutions. His detailed knowledge
of the corporate and capital market must have assisted him in pursuing a proposal that will be
welcomed with such interest by the market players.
It is a pity that the government has turned down
his suggestion by saying that if his suggestions were
implemented, it will discourage other investors from
continuing to be active in the local bourses and
fewer shares will be offered to GLCs in the future.
I hope Datuk Nur Jazlan will not be disappointed with this rejection and continue to come
up with innovative and practical solutions to
Telekom related matters as well.
Best wishes to him and his endeavours to use his
varied and extensive corporate experience in his
Telekom obligations. — Radha K. Vengadasalam
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Letters & Comments

What the Accountants Say (continued)
Enough is enough —
these ‘pirates’ should be
nabbed!
 I praise the efforts of the Editorial Board for
publishing the article “Turning the Table on
Bogus Accountants & Tax Consultants”. The
article not only highlighted the issue of ethics
among practitioners but helped
raise awareness for accountants
and the public alike regarding
such unethical practices.
We can effectively stamp out
these bogus professionals through
an awareness programme by
publishing the “registered numbers” of those who are genuine
practitioners.
Bogus accountants play an
unfair game — they pay no
Professional Indemnity Insurance (PII) coverage and this
itself leads to lower operational
costs. They also have no professional fees to pay and no
courses to pay for. This allows
them to offer lower fees thereby
effectively undercutting the fees
of legitimate accountants.
What clients end-up with is
poor quality work and wrong
advice.
I suggest MIA give ‘rewards’
for the disclosure of such bogus
practitioners especially when
such disclosures lead to disciplinary action and ultimately
conviction!
It would come as no surprise
if bogus practitioners reading
this article feel threatened. As a lawyer, I
suggest that if any ‘threat letters’ are received,
MIA disregard them outright to avoid giving them any form of publicity. On the contrary, more of such articles should be published to heighten awareness among the unsuspecting. — Lim Kien Chai, Solicitor
& Chartered Accountant
EDITOR — We will do our best to create better
awareness on this issue and are reviewing
how to handle the issue of ‘threat letters’
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should we receive any.

Show them we
mean business
 All talk and no action will get us nowhere.
If bogus practitioners want to fight, let’s fight.
‘Threat’ letters following the article “Turning the Table on Bogus Accountants & Tax
Consultants” should be published so every-

secretarial and accounting firms not permitted to perform either audit or tax work but
are providing these services just the same. I
strongly recommend that MIA target these
firms and bring them to justice. After all,
they are encroaching into prohibited areas
as stated in the by-laws.
Why isn’t MIA doing something concrete
about these firms? Secretarial firms should
stick to secretarial services and
accounting firms to accounting
services! — Chong Chee
Fire, Practitioner
EDITOR — Thank you for highlighting these matters to us as
well as for your suggestions. We
will do all that we possibly can
to bring these people to justice.

Expose them …
and educate them

one knows just what cowards they really are.
Those who deceive the public through
masquerading as ‘professionals’ should be
revealed.
Two recent cases involving bogus tax
agents were published in ‘The Star’ on 31
July 2004. I suggest the Editorial Board consider covering this story as well in efforts to
promote good governance and better transparency.
From what I understand, there are many

 Should a bogus accountant
be indicted and convicted in
court or by MIA, a public announcement is important to
deter other bogus practitioners.
Although we cannot totally
eradicate them, we can help by
doing what is necessary in exposing who they are. This will
help minimise their numbers
and stop more bogus practitioners from putting the accounting profession in jeopardy.
Apart from creating public
awareness, we should educate
these bogus practitioners on
how they may qualify as genuine practitioners. As the writer, Raymond
Liew said, this step is important to ensure
they do not continue to provide “half-baked”
advice to the unsuspecting public. — Lim
Yuen Seong, Financial Planner
EDITOR — I agree that creating awareness
is vital but a distinct willingness on the part
of these bogus practitioners is also important
if they are to take the necessary steps to earn
their professional status as legitimate accountants.
ACCOUNTANTS TODAY • August 2004
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Principle-Centred
Stewardship

12-13 OCTOBER 2004 • TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
PUTRA WORLD TRADE CENTRE

Key to Better Business
Principle-Centred Stewardship — Key To Better Business,
the theme for NAC 2004 echoes our Prime Minister
Datuk Seri Abdullah Badawi’s National Integrity
Plan (NIP) and the vision for Malaysia’s
stewardship future.

V

ast business empires have crumbled
under the weight of self-centred
stewardship with bad strategies
and phoney accounting. Principle-centred
stewardship with skill, transparency and
integrity will be the key to better business.
In this context the accountants of today and
the future should embrace principlecentred stewardship to strengthen the profession. The Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA) being the guardian of the accountancy profession plays a large role in
creating the ethos of self-restraint and social responsibility for its members, the
managers of value.

not an easy task in an ever-changing world
that constantly tells us to innovate, reinvent, progress and evolve or else fail.
Accountants — managers of value, CEOs
of large corporations, Heads of State, and
corporate leaders are those who are worst
hit by this new philosophy of business and
governance, following the trail of corporate
misconduct, business fraud, scandal and

“Principle-centred stewardship with skill, transparency and
integrity will be the key to better business. In this context the
accountants of today and the future should embrace principlecentred stewardship to strengthen the profession.”
Commentators ever ywhere agree that
the heart and soul of every relationship in
business depends on good principles and
strong business values. Among these great
values is TRUST.
The Institute believes that to build a foundation of trust with the stakeholders, we
need to work hard to secure it. And this is

6

economic crises that swept through the
business world.
Unfortunately, efforts to restore trust
have been complicated by a failure to identify the underlying causes of the current
malaise. There are, in fact, two different
but related aspects for the decline of trust
in business.

One is related to the financial and accounting scandals. This has a direct impact on undermining shareholders’ and
employees’ present and future financial
security, as share prices and company
values fall.
The other aspect is societal and the perception that many companies and individuals are motivated solely by money. This has
caused wider public concerns about the impact of businesses on the communities in
which they operate.
No single action will restore these two
types of trust. Leaders of boards and countries must show guidance and direction
and take the difficult step of building the
“tr ust” fund in several areas simultaneously.
The most important area is to create and
market a focus on long-term shareholder
value creation that also provides shortterm financial results. Managing expectations effectively without surprises is itself
part of the process of building trust.
There must also be a renewed empha(continued on page 9)
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(continued from page 6)

“Each company’s leadership
team and most notably the
board and accountants have a
key role to play in restoring
trust, both inside and outside
the organisation … Taking bold
actions will not be easy; but
with sufficient determination
and self-confidence, companies
can begin to regain the trust of
investors, employees and the
general public …”

sis on living values: the family, the community, the company, and the nation needs
to have a clear purpose, values and ethics.
They need their leaders to encourage and
exemplify by visible engagement and
highly principled leadership.
At the same time, leaders need to make
a deeper connection with the “little” people
or the civilians, the employees, the shareholders and understand they are social beings who live in a society, with concerns
for the social fabric. This includes respect
for the individual and the place of the individual in family and society.
Each company’s leadership team and
most notably the board and accountants
have a key role to play in restoring trust,
both inside and outside the organisation.
The outlook may appear very gloomy, but
we are convinced that if companies take
some steps now to re-focus on a strong set
of values, better aligned with the broader
community, it is more likely to be perceived
as a positive force for good.
August
ACCOUNTANTS
2004 •TODAY
ACCOUNTANTS
• AugustTODAY
2004

“… Hopefully these efforts will
contribute to the internalisation
of good ethics and integrity at
the personal level and finally
help evolve a Malaysian culture,
which has good values.”

Taking bold actions will not be easy; but
with sufficient determination and self-confidence, companies can begin to regain the
trust of investors, employees and the general public
All these efforts are part of the social
concern for greater accountability and social responsibility as well as integrity. And
the announcement by the Prime Minister
about the national integrity plan and the
formation of a public ethics institute is definitely an impetus to the move towards
greater accountability and social responsibility amongst us.
Hopefully these efforts will contribute to
the internalisation of good ethics and integrity at the personal level and finally help
evolve a Malaysian culture, which has good
values.
As a measure to harness and raise
greater responsibility and accountability
among major players in the industry, MIA
will be organising the National Accountants Conference with the theme: Principle-

Centred Stewardship — Key to Better Business, on 12-13 October at Putra World
Trade Centre, Kuala Lumpur
The annual conference of the Institute,
is the event for accountants who want to
be at the heart of their profession. It is a
unique chance to meet the leaders of the
profession and those from outside its ranks
who shape its future.
With so much developments in the accountancy profession, there has never been
a more important time to be up-to-date and
in touch with the key issues driving business in the future. The annual conference,
is a must for anyone who is serious about their professional life. As well as
the chance to hear directly from speakers
whose decisions affect local and international business, the event is an opportunity
to network with like-minded colleagues.
Whether you already hold a senior role
or aspire to one, this is the one event of
the year that you must attend. Be there and
be part of it! AT
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public-private partnerships

Public-Private Partnerships
The Next Step After Privatisation

O

ne of the key elements
required to ensure a country’s sustainable economic
growth is the enhancement
of the partnerships between the public and
private sectors. Traditionally, in Malaysia
these have been undertaken in the form
of privatisations. We have seen its
successful adoption and implementation
globally, specifically in some par ts of
Europe, Canada, Australia and Japan.
In view of the immense potential for the
collaboration between the public and private
sectors in Malaysia, Accountants Today met
with the resident representative of the
Institute for Public-Private Partnerships
recently, Windhu Hidranto and HK Yong, vice
president of the Bintai Kinden Group, (which
has been involved in privatisation activities for
over a decade) who shared their opinions and
experiences on how PPP can benefit both the
private sector as well as the Government.

On PPP’s development worldwide
Public private partnership (PPP) is not
new, as parts of this concept have been
practiced in many countries round the world,

services. Such long-term partnerships are
characterised by a sharing of investments,
risks, rewards and responsibilities for the
mutual benefit of both parties involved.
The dif ferent types of par tnership
include:
 The introduction of private-sector
ownership to state-owned businesses,
using the full range of possible
structures and with the sale of either the
majority or minority stake;
 Private finance initiatives and other
arrangements, where the public sector
contracts to purchase quality services on
a long-term basis so as to take advantage
of private sector management skills
incentivised by having private finance at
risk;
Windhu Hidranto

Control Ser vice, Docklands Light Railway,
Manchester Airports, hospitals, schools
and social housing schemes.
In Malaysia there are more than 400
privatisation projects undertaken since 1983.
This reflects a strong partnership between
the private and public sectors.

“… privatisation was a crude attempt to gain extra cash for the
government coffers, reduce the Public Sector Borrowing
Requirement (PSBR) and replace public expenditure with private
resources. It was often at the expense of the consumer”
John Prescott, Deputy Prime Minister of the UK
including the UK. During the era of the
‘IRON LADY’, the former British Prime
Minister, Margaret Thacther in early
1980s, ‘privatisation’ was the buzzword of
the industry. As a matter of fact, the UK
has been using this form (PPP) of financing since those yesteryears on many of its
public sector projects. Such projects include the Tube PPP project (13 billion
pound sterling), its National Air Traffic
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Furthermore, according to Yong, more
than 140 countries throughout the world
have used PPP to jumpstart projects that
otherwise would not have been implemented
due to lack of public funds or capacities.
PPP, is not just about privatisation as it is
the arrangement between the government
and the private sector, with the principal
objective of providing public infrastructure,
community facilities and other related

 Selling government ser vices to wider
markets and other par tnership
ar rangements where private sector
expertise and finance are used to exploit
the commercial potential of government
assets, for example, through the various
types of PPPs like Wrap-AroundAddition, Lease-Develop-Operate and
Build-Transfer-Operate.
In Malaysia, we have PPPs in the form
of privatised BOT (Build, Operate,
Transfer), BOOT (Build, Own, Operate,
Transfer) and DBOT (Design, Build,
Operate, Transfer) projects.
Hidranto points out that PPP projects
tend to focus on delivering ser vices so
most of the time, there is no transfer of
government assets to the private sector.
In public-private partnerships, he further
establishes, the key consideration is that
the services must show potential of cost
recovery. For instance, he explains, if the
Government wants to provide free water
to people with low income, that project
cannot fall under the category of a PPP.
Fur thermore he adds that although
public services must be controlled by the

ACCOUNTANTS TODAY • August 2004

government it does not mean that they
have to operate it themselves; they can
control it by setting out relevant
regulations and policies.

On the concept of PPP
A PPP is best described as an arrangement between the private sector and the
public sector to deliver cost effective and
quality services to the public over an extended period of time with a view to bring
about a desired public policy outcome.
Simply, the focus is on government services and NOT assets.
PPPs look at introducing private management into public service by means of a
long-term contractual bond between operator and the public authority. They call on
private know-how and private funding, to
secure all or part of the public services.
On the other hand, ‘privatisation’ usually
refers to transferring a public service or
facility to the private sector.
As John Prescott, Deputy Prime Minister of the UK, candidly said, “Privatisation
was a crude attempt to gain extra cash for
the government coffers, reduce the Public Sector Bor rowing Requirement
(PSBR) and replace public expenditure
with private resources. It was often at the
expense of the consumer”. In the UK, PPP
is seen as a means to obtain the best of
both the public and private sectors working for the good of the public. Typically,
the assets remain with the government.
In the recent Tube PPP, the assets of the
London Underground were transferred to
the City of London through Ken
Livingstone, the Mayor of London. It is
interesting to note that private sector parties operating the Tube PPP were fined
more than 30 million pound sterling in
their first year of operation for allowing
delays in the London Underground, a
form of “congestion penalty”! We could
certainly use this penalty clause on some
of our tolled roads, especially during the
festive seasons — a provoking thought!
Another difference between privatisation
and PPP is their treatment in the country’s
National Accounts. Should the government
payment obligations for these projects be
counted with the Government Debt? It all
depends on whether the private sector is
bearing most of the risks attached to the
August 2004 • ACCOUNTANTS TODAY
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specific partnership. For example, if the
private sector were not bearing any risk upon
completion of the facility for the remaining
duration of the life of the agreement, then
the government payment obligations (NPV
basis) would be reflected as a National Debt.
In Europe, many of the government payment obligations under earlier privatisation
were re-classified under National Debts, in
line with the Eurostat’s new decision in
February 2004 on accounting treatment. PPP
projects tend to avoid this treatment by being
classified as Annual Current Expenditure in
the National Accounts as the government
payments were usually tied to performances
by the private sector. Hence, the key is the
“on-going performance by the private sector
throughout the life of the agreement”. The
accounting treatment for some of the past
deferred-payment projects (off balance
sheet) will now have to be reviewed.

Why Use PPPs?
Many countries have embraced PPP for
differing reasons. Most countries saw it as a
way of accelerating their infrastructure
development programme by bringing in
private sector funds (Ireland’s PPP
programme was however, driven not by
budget deficits, but by capacity constraints in
the public sector). As PPPs are about
‘partnership’, the public sector was not replaced, but its role was re-defined to enable it
to concentrate on what it does best —
monitoring and ensuring that the public
obtains quality services at the best costs (value
for money). The delivery of these services is
transferred to the private sector, which enable
it to bring new expertise, ingenuity and rigor.
PPPs may not necessarily result in a reduction of the number of civil servants. For
example, in the UK, the number of public
sector workers has increased by 200,000 since
1997. One of the focuses of PPPs in the UK is
‘service improvements’. This does not necessarily translate into a reduction in the number of civil servants. The increase in the
number of civil servants in the UK was only
made possible through overall cost-savings in
implementing projects using PPPs.
There are many reasons, why governments
consider PPPs and below are some of the
rationale behind such considerations:
 Public sector cash constraints
 Procurement efficiency
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“There is little difference
between our privatisation
policy and the PPP method but
it is important that we examine
it to learn from the UK
successes as well as improve
in areas where we lag behind.”
Datuk Raja Zaharaton
Director-General of the EPU
 To improve on accountability
 Risk management

3 Output specifications — These performance criteria (KPIs — Key Performance Indicators) have to be clearly
spelt out, and once agreed, the private
sector should be responsible for their
delivery. Introduce penalties for nonperformance e.g. as in London’s Tube
PPP. The Malaysian public would certainly welcome this penalty regime.
4 Competition — PPP projects are
opened to ‘open competition’ from all
bidders. The procedures and bidding
processes are transparent and clearly
spelt out. Short listed candidates are
then given an Invitation to Negotiate
(ITN). A case of ‘best man wins’.

The Malaysia context
Key Components in a
National PPP Programme
Since the political, constitutional, legal,
economic and social circumstances of every country differ, there can never be a
single blueprint of how to make a PPP
programme work. Each government has
to devise their own unique programme to
suit local conditions. Both the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
and The European Commission (Directorate-General Regional Policy) have published excellent broad guidelines on the
setting up of PPP programmes.
It is worth noting that PPP is more than
just BOT or BOOT or other similar forms of
privatisation.
There are many underlying fundamental principles that a country can incorporate into its national PPP programme.
Amongst them are:
1 Value-for-Money (VFM) — the principle is that the government should
seek the best value, and not the cheapest price. Bid-comparison should be
done on whole-life costs (including
maintenance costs). Also, PPPs tend to
look at the ‘holistic costs’ too. Remember the Malaysian water privatisation?
2 Risk transfer — risks inherent in the
project should be borne by the party best
capable to manage the risks. For example, make the party who designed and
constructed the facilities responsible for
maintaining the facilities. This will certainly help in nurturing the ‘maintenance
culture’ amongst Malaysians!

Malaysia already has experience in PPPs
in the form of BOT, BOOT, etc. In fact we
started on this privatisation route ahead of
most of the countries that are now formulating their PPP programmes. Many developing countries have looked to Malaysia when
formulating their privatisation or PPP
programmes. For example, in the beginning
of July this year, a delegation of some 30
CEOs of the Indonesian water authorities
and companies and their EPUs visited
Malaysia to learn about the Malaysian
privatisation model with the view of carrying out PPP programmes in Indonesia.
Another group attended a PPP Conference
on 27 and 28 July in Kuala Lumpur to meet
with potential PPP par tners from the
Malaysian private sectors. Malaysia can still
be a leader amongst developing countries by
developing a practicable national PPP
programme similar to those in Europe or
elsewhere, but one, which is more relevant
to developing countries.
To quote the director-general of the EPU,
Datuk Raja Zaharaton, “There is little difference
between our privatisation policy and the PPP
method but it is important that we examine it
to learn from the UK successes as well as
improve in areas where we lag behind.”
In concluding, PPP can easily be adapted
in Malaysia as our countr y has already
started on this privatisation route. Perhaps,
a more proactive measure needs to be
taken by our government in establishing
policy framework for the PPP process to
be undertaken by the private sector and to
identify priority sectors and projects. AT
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Taking

Independent
Consulting
to Greater Heights
By Anuja Ravendran

S

ometimes, adversity has a way of
impelling people forward to be
creative when seeking solutions.
When the Enron scandal broke
a couple of years ago, it was not just the
employees of the organisation alone who
found themselves in a tough situation.

Enron’s audit firm Arthur Andersen was
also thrust into the limelight for all the
wrong reasons. This led to the collapse of
the firm that was once one of the 5 big boys
in professional services.
Closer to home, once the news hit our
shores, employees of Ar thur Andersen
Malaysia found themselves in a quandary,
as to how their future would turn out to
be. While the audit, tax and corporate finance divisions were taken over by Ernst
& Young Malaysia, its consulting arm
Andersen Business Consulting decided to
choose a different path.
The reason for this, according to HRM
Business Consulting’s (HRMBC’s) executive chairman Chew Liong Kim, formerly
a worldwide partner of Andersen Worldwide S.C. was because Ernst & Young had
sold its consulting practice to Cap Gemini
in 2000 and was unable to house a similar

“We are grateful to those who took
the leap of faith and came to join us,
a start-up although they could have
gone anywhere they wanted to. Our
people have always been our assets
and will continue to be”
Chew Liong Kim
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Taking Independent Consulting to Greater Heights

is the right thing to do and why
consulting business due to a five
“Our people are our assets …”
they should have no fear,” Chew
year restraint of trade.
Chew Liong Kim
reminisces. “It was not only the
As such, he continued searchformer colleagues we had to coning for an alternative ‘home’ that
vince, we also had to gain the
would be able to house the con- “External shocks did not give us much time to
trust of our existing clients.”
sulting unit. “A lot of energy was
get
used
to
things.”
In addition to that, he says that
put into this search to house our
they also had to work with their
Andrew Lee
people,” Chew offers.
business partners to ensure that
Though there were many companies out there looking for a
“Personal gratification in running independent the confidence they had in
HRMBC pre and post set up
merger or acquisition with
remained intact. “And this is not
consulting”
Andersen Business Consulting bejust sales talk, it is about putting
cause of its well-established
Singam Muthuthamby
integrity on the line.”
reputation in the market and we
Andrew meanwhile says that
had been in the business for a long
the whole experience of starting up HRMBC
HRMBC. That was in the early days. Today,
time, Chew and his former colleagues from
put to test their change management skills,
the headcount has grown to 60 people.
Andersen Business Consulting — (now)
which incidentally happened to be an area
“Convincing
these
people
to
put
faith
in
HRMBC’s managing director Ahmad Rizan
that they offered consulting services in
us and join a start up no less, was the toughIbrahim, and executive directors Singam
during their time at Andersen Business
est thing we had to do and there were even
Muthuthamby and Andrew Lee — finally
Consulting. Change always starts with ‘an
times I sat down with my former colleagues
settled for striking it out on their own.
ending’ and is followed by ‘exploring’ and
after
midnight,
explaining
to
them
why
this
And Chew says that they did receive the
full blessings of the partners from Arthur
Andersen and Hanafiah Raslan Mohamad
(HRM) who were very supportive and gave
them a lot of confidence in setting up their
own consulting company.
From then on, began the struggle to establish the HRMBC brand name in the
market. Says Chew, “I was very concerned
about this, what with it being a young start
up and the fact that brand name plays an
integral role for a company that is offering
professional services. So with the consent
of the management from his former
organisation HRM, they adopted HRM
Business Consulting as the company’s
name. The ownership and management of
HRMBC however is separate and totally
independent from HRM.
The co-founders of HRMBC hold individual stakes that make up 49 per cent of
total shares while corporate shareholder
Dataprep Holdings Bhd holds the remaining 51 per cent. However, Chew adds that
they (the co-founders and individual shareholders) have a management contract to
run the practice autonomously.
While the setting up of the company was
pretty much a breeze, the most challenging
part, according to Chew was convincing
former Andersen Business Consulting
employees to join them in their venture. Chew
says that he managed to bring over 30 people
from Andersen Business Consulting to
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WHEN THE NEWS FINALLY BROKE…
Accountants Today finds out the initial reaction of these former
employees of Andersen Business Consulting when they found
out that the firm had come to an end as it was known.

Chew Liong Kim
“I was already an Andersen worldwide partner of 12 years
standing. I joined Arthur Andersen from the merger of Hanafiah
Raslan Mohamad and Arthur Andersen in 1990.
Having been an international partner for such a long time
and being the leader of the business consulting group with
more than 50 people, my immediate reaction was to try and
find a home for my staff.
The task was not an easy one, but eventually, it led to the
formation of HRMBC.”

Singam Muthuthamby
“I do not come from a consulting background as I had always
been in the end user and industry environment. And I had always
thought that joining one of the Big 5 firms would be the last thing
I would do to complete my career cycle. And when I finally joined
Arthur Andersen, I had reached where I wanted to be.
However, 18 months down the road the firm had to fold up.
My initial reaction was of sadness and shock. However, having
been in the industry for more than 20 years, we all realise that
there are ups and downs.
We also understood that whatever happened at that time had
nothing to do with people here. What we have here is capabilities and experience that no one can take away from us and
whatever credibility and relationships that we established.
Using these as a basis we determined how to move for ward
during those times.”

Andrew Lee
“I joined the company at age 25. When I first moved from
engineering into consulting, though I received offers from
other firms, I chose Andersen Business Consulting. With a firm
such as Andersen which had 80 plus years of tradition, I never
imagined that everything would be swept away so suddenly.
When the news hit the stands in early 2002, we were still grappling to deal with the fact that it had come to this.
It was like experiencing a series of shocks and one day, we
had a gathering at a local hotel to determine what to do next.
The time had come for us to follow and practice what we had
preached on change management.
Personally, the route was made much easier because the four
of us were friends. As the youngest in the group, I found a lot
of personal comfort in the fact that I had worked with Chew
since 1994, and found comfort in his leadership and in Singam’s
maturity and years in the industry. I was very comfortable with
Ahmad Rizan as well.
Joining them in HRMBC was not difficult, especially because
having been a part of larger organisations I found that coming
to a smaller pond was not that difficult. And it was very comforting to know we had good people with us.
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then a ‘beginning’. That was exactly how HRMBC was born.
When asked at which phase HRMBC is at now, Andrew explains
that it has gone past the learning curve. “We went through the
phases very quickly as the external shocks did not give us much
time to get used to things. We were constantly on the move.”
Chew mentions that they have achieved what they set out to do,
and in fact exceeded their goals when they achieved a 7-digit profit
(post-tax) at the end of the first year of operations. The bottom-line
for the second year recorded a 35 per cent growth and Chew says
that now that HRMBC is in the third year of its operation, they are
confident that they have gained market acceptance.
The company has clients in the public as well as private sectors
across sectors such as the Government, telecommunications and
financial services. The company also boasts clients from within
as well as outside Malaysia.

“Having established itself in the Malaysian
market … the next step is for HRMBC to pitch
itself to become a regional player. We already
have larger jobs outside Malaysia so it is not
going to be very difficult for us to penetrate the
regional market.”
Chew Liong Kim
Having established itself in the Malaysian market, Chew says that
the next step is for HRMBC to pitch itself to become a regional player.
“We already have larger jobs outside Malaysia so it is not going to be
very difficult for us to penetrate the regional market,” he says.
Chew is confident that HRMBC can compete with foreign players in terms of intellect and analytical skills. He says that their
existing foreign clients would not have come to them if they were
unable to deliver. Apart from that, he says putting HRMBC on
the regional map is also in line with making the ‘Made in Malaysia’ consulting industry more formidable.
He further adds that the companies biggest strength lies in its
human resources. “We are grateful to those who took the leap of
faith and came to join us, a start-up although they could have gone
anywhere they wanted to.” Our people have always been our assets
and will continue to be, Chew adds.
Although moving out to do it their way meant starting from
scratch and putting in extra effort to make their presence felt in
the market, Singam says that there is some level of personal gratification in running one’s own practice. “The whole experience
challenged us all in our personal capacities and there is great satisfaction in knowing that we managed to handle the situation. Also,
the experience brought all of us together.”
And finally he adds that although there is more risk involved in
being an independent consulting firm, there are benefits especially when it comes to decision-making which is certainly much
faster this way he said during an interview with Accountants Today in Kuala Lumpur recently. AT
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corporate governance

Individual
Shareholders in
Corporate Governance
The Role of

individual shareholders exercise their roles.
In view of the above, this paper has a threefold
objective. Firstly, it highlights the reviewed literature
on the shareholders’ rights found in the Malaysian Code
of Best Practices on Corporate Governance and in the
Minority Shareholder Watchdog Group (MSWG) in
Malaysia. Secondly, it seeks to explore on a local and
global basis, the various means, in which individual
shareholders can play a more active role in corporate
governance. Thirdly, this paper will reveal the findings
from a research conducted in 2002 which examined
the extent of awareness of individual shareholders on
their rights to vote, appoint proxies, attend AGMs and
EGMs and whether these rights are being exercised in
Malaysian Public-Listed Companies.
Shareholders’ Role in Malaysian Corporate Governance
Shareholders’ Rights and Responsibilities under the
Malaysian Companies Act

Do individual shareholders in Malaysia have a role to
play in corporate governance? If so, how do they exercise
this role? The word ‘role’ in this paper focuses on the
exercising of shareholders’ rights which includes
participation in voting, appointing proxies, attendance
at shareholders’ meetings (AGMs and EGMs) and
communication and discussion either via dialogue
sessions or at general meetings. Corporate Governance
in Public-Listed Companies will be enhanced if
16

Ownership of shares in a company confers on shareholders several basic rights, which are clearly provided by laws. However
they need to understand their rights and responsibilities in relation to general meetings before they can play that role.
The Malaysian Companies Act 1965 (as amended), Section 148(1),
states that every member has a right to attend any general meeting
of the company and to speak and vote on any resolution before the
meeting. Shareholders who are not able to attend the general meetings are entitled to appoint another person as their proxy to attend
the meetings on their behalf under Section 149(1), Company’s Act
1965. The Act also provides the shareholders the right to company
information that is important to shareholders in order to know more
ACCOUNTANTS TODAY • August 2004

on their companies. Individual investors do
have a strategic role in enhancing corporate
governance. Every member has a right to
attend any general meeting of the company
and to speak and vote on any resolution
before the meeting (Company’s Act 1965,
Section 148(1)). The shareholders should
make use of the annual general meeting as a
useful forum to meet and question management on the wide range of issues affecting
the company.

Haji and the Social Security Organisation
(SOCSO). Shareholders participation in the
corporate governance of companies is slowly
taking place with the MSWG championing the
grievances of the ordinary investor and, in the
process, creating a corporate culture of fairness and accountability. It is believed that
through shareholder activism corporations
will be transparent in their affairs and only
fully transparent corporations can maximise
shareholders value over the long term.

Malaysian Code on
Corporate Governance
The emergence of corporate
governance in Malaysia can be associated with the business failures and economic crisis during
the late 1990’s when share prices
nose-dived and investors were
stuck with huge paper losses. The
Malaysian Code on Corporate
Governance issued in February
1999, recognised the crucial role
shareholders play in corporate
governance. The Malaysian Code
encouraged the development of constructive relationship between the company and
the owners including direct contact with
both senior management and board members. However, with the implementation of
this Code, the role of individual shareholders may have little impact on the check
and balances on management because of
the effectiveness of their votes. On the other
hand, institutional investors ownership has
the potential to overcome the ineffective
role of individual shareholders.

Shareholders’ Activism through the
Minority Shareholders’ Watchdog Group
In August 2000, the Minority Shareholders
Watchdog Group (MSWG) was formed in
Malaysia to provide an avenue for minority
shareholders to exercise and enforce their
rights as shareholders as provided for in the
relevant statutes of the Securities Laws as well
as the Companies Act 1965. The minority
shareholders, according to MSWG, include
the institutional shareholders, retail investors,
foreign investors and individual investors. The
founding members of MSWG are the Employees Provident Fund (EPF), Permodalan
Nasional Bhd (PNB), Lembaga Tabung
Angkatan Tentera (LTAT), Lembaga Tabung
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Shareholders’ Participation in
Corporate Governance
The right to vote is a fundamental aspect
of share ownership and can be seen as a
mechanism for ensuring that shareholders
retain some control over management. In
exercising their monitoring function, the
shareholders must act collectively by combining with others to form a significant voting group, which can pose a real threat of
carrying resolutions at a general meeting.
By exercising these rights, it is hoped
that individual and institutional shareholders can influence the course of the company by appointing deserving individuals
as directors. The shareholders should act
collectively to make use of the Annual General Meeting (AGM) as a useful forum to
meet and question management on the
wide range of issues affecting the company.
The High Level Finance Committee on Malaysian Corporate Governance holds the
view that the AGM is a crucial mechanism
in shareholders’ communication.

Issues on Shareholders’ Role in
Corporate Governance
The current issue on the individual
shareholders’ role in corporate governance

is that they do not seem to realise that they
have an important role to play in the company. Most of their investment decisions
are not based on fundamentals of the company but rather on rumours and hearsay.
They are more interested in short-term
gains rather than the long-term prospect
of the company.
According to the President of the Institute of Internal Auditors Malaysia (IIAM),
Wee Hock Kee, corporate governance itself
is a bit of a cultural issue, in that
what the Malaysian Code on
Corporate Governance prescribes are mere structures and
processes (Business Times, 19
September 2001). What is really
important is the mental element
of the people abiding by the
Code. During the Malaysian
Capital Market Summit 2000 in
Kuala Lumpur (Business Times,
14 June 2000), the speakers
who presented papers on “En-

“… corporate governance
itself is a bit of a cultural
issue, in that what the
Malaysian Code on Corporate
Governance prescribes are
mere structures and processes.”
Wee Hock Kee, President, IIAM
hancing Corporate Governance — Critical
issues and challenges” agreed that there is
still a lot of ignorance in the market about
corporate governance as well as resistance
to the concept.
The MSWG is still in its infant stage and
it encountered some problems in promoting and encouraging shareholder activism
such as creating awareness and changing
the mindset of investors towards the importance of good corporate governance via
shareholder activism.
In Korea, shareholders’ activism is active and done through a committee of the
People’s Solidarity for Participatory Democracy, known as the Participatory Economic Committee. This committee
comprises of volunteers of professionals
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such as lawyers, CPA’s, university
professors and is funded by individual
donations. Since 1997, this committee has
been actively attending shareholders’
meetings, monitoring corporate activities
and targeting companies suspected of mismanagement. One example of successful
shareholder activism was the Samsung
Electronics Company. In 1998, lawsuits
were brought against the Chairman for
illegal political contributions of US$5.8
million and against eight directors for investment without business judgment and
debt guarantee of US$2.1 million. The
shareholders won the case and the result
was an increase in investment in
Samsung’s shares from foreign investors
(from 20 to 56.6 per cent) and an increase
in share price.

Research Findings
Research1 conducted via a questionnaire
survey entitled, An Exploratory Study on
The Role of Individual Shareholders in Corporate Governance of Malaysian PublicListed Companies by Kalsom Salleh, Tan
Lay Leng, Laily Umar and Huang Ching
Choo, 2003 examined the extent of awareness of individual shareholders on their
rights to vote, appoint proxies, attend
AGMs and EGMs and whether these rights
were being exercised.
Their findings revealed that shareholders were generally aware of their rights to
vote, attend annual general meetings and
appoint a proxy, but were not aware of their
rights to remove directors. Although most
respondents were aware of their rights,
they generally did not exercise these
rights. Majority of the respondents seldom
attend these meetings (AGMs & EGMs)
or only attend these meetings occasionally.
The findings showed that individual
shareholders are generally aware of their
rights but they do not exercise these rights
because they feel that their presence and
their vote will not make a difference. Those
who come are only interested in the free
gifts and food. Some respondents have recommended that the shareholders’ meeting
should be made more transparent to the
public. Many have recommended that
shareholders’ meetings should be held after office hours or during weekends when
more can attend.
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With respect to the Malaysian Code of Corporate Governance, individual shareholders
are also expected to take a proactive role in
keeping checks and balances on the Board
and having their feelings known either
through attending shareholders’ meetings, or
via direct communications to the
management. In the research findings, individual shareholders agreed that shareholders’
participation during shareholders meetings is
important. Yet more than half of the respondents indicated that they “never” or “seldom”
participate during these meetings. Besides
participation during shareholders’ meetings,
only three per cent of the respondents “always” communicate with the management via
dialogue sessions.
Respondents who attended shareholders’
meetings were asked to state their opinions
on company matters. “Inquiring matters
pertaining to annual reports” ranked the
higher mean score followed by “raising
questions to the directors on issues affecting company performance” and “raising issues relating to the company’s future direction”. The respondents who participated in
dialogue sessions indicated their opinion on
company matters relating to “issues on
company’s future direction” ranked the
highest score followed by “raising questions
to the directors on issues affecting company
performance” and “inquiring any matters
pertaining to annual report”. The respondents were asked to state to what extent
they agreed that the objectives of corporate
governance could be achieved during dialogue sessions. The objectives on improving accountability and transparency were
ranked highest, followed by the objectives
to improve the minority interest , enhance
company performance, influence company
direction and increase shareholders’ value.

dispersed shareholding.
The opinion of respondents on the impor tance of shareholders’ role during
shareholders’ meetings showed that a
majority of respondents agreed that
shareholders’ role is important to protect
minority interest, improve accountability
and transparency, increase shareholders’
value, enhance company performance and
influence company direction. However,
more than 50 per cent indicated they
“never” and “seldom” par ticipate in
shareholders’ meetings. Only three per
cent of the respondents always communicated with senior management via dialogue
sessions. This is expected, as it is normally
the institutional shareholders who will be
given the oppor tunity to enter into a
dialogue session with management and influence corporate decision.
In conclusion, individual shareholders
have the legal rights to exercise their roles
as stakeholders, but in practice, they do not
generally exercise these roles because they
already have preconceived ideas that their
participative roles will not make a difference
in the corporate governance of a company.
It is time that individual shareholders seek
to make their votes count and their presence
felt, thereby protecting their investment.
This is now possible with the establishment
of MSWG for example through collective
actions such as participation in meetings,
corporate monitoring and engaging in constructive dialogue as a last resort. AT
This article co-written by Kalsom Salleh, Tan
Lay Leng, Laily Umar and Huang Ching Choo,
was based on a research paper entitled “An
Explorator y Study on The Role of Individual
Shareholders in Corporate Governance of
Malaysian Public-Listed Companies”, presented
at the 4th AAAA Conference, in Seoul, Korea in
October 2003.
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Business Ethics
Is it a contradiction?

By Saravanan Ramasamy
With the number of ethical misdemeanours

issuing biased stock market research to win

committed by the working professionals seem-

investment-banking business. In the early part

ingly on the rise, one would be inclined to agree

of this year, a French court ordered US broker

that the term business ethics is indeed a

Morgan Stanley to pay 30 million Euros in

contradiction. Just like the phrase jumbo shrimps.

damages to Louis Vetton Moet Hennessy (LVMH)

It was not long ago that few US investment funds

for alleged bias in the coverage of the luxury

were found to have engaged in ‘market timing’ of

goods sector. In this case, LVMH claimed that

‘late trading’ practices for selected customers —

Morgan Stanley had disparaged its brands while

which have the effect of eroding the returns of

shoring up the performance of rival Gucci, one of

long-term investors. In April 2004, US based

Morgan Stanley’s clients. Why does ethical mis-

investment banks agreed to pay USD1.4 billion in

conduct appear to be on an upward growth trajec-

civil penalties to the US regulatory authorities for

tory in the financial sector?
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Self-interest and material wealth

and come out of bankruptcy. They are now
by observing others. Unfortunately, corpovery competitive in the US marketplace for
rate leaders who set the positive tone at the
Can it be that individuals are purely
telecommunications, albeit a very much
top through action more than words are
motivated by material wealth and nothing
smaller company.
getting scarce nowadays. A virtual epidemic
else? In an extensive laboratory study in
of unethical behaviour has caused billions
the US that involved both business and
if not trillions of dollars of shareholders’
non-business students in more than 200
Malaysian scenario
value destruction in
In Malaysia, cases of ethical misscenarios, something similar to
“it is not from the benevolence the US. The damage demeanours of the scale of WorldCom,
may have already
Prisoner’s Dilemma
Enron, Tyco and Parmalat are not common.
of
the
butcher,
the
brewer,
or
been done, but it is
However, this does not warrant Malaysians
non-zero-sum-game,
definitely never too
US researchers
general to rest on their laurels. The case
the baker, that we expect our late to strive to serve in
found that business
of failed national steel company, Perwaja,
students failed to
dinner, but from their regard to a vaccine against should always remind us that inculcating and
further epidemics.
adopt a cooperative
nurturing business ethics should be given
their own interest”.
Corporate leaders
strategy 60 per cent
priority. In this regard, the establishment of
must understand
the Business Ethics Institute of Malaysia
of the time. In a reAdam Smith
that
their
lated
matter,
(BEIM) is worth mentioning. BEIM, a nonbehaviours will be observed and will be
business students were less likely to
profit organisation, was formed in 1997 with
taken as the way to progress. As such they
the endorsement and support of the Ministry
donate to charity. Why did the business stuneed to act in ways in which they can be
dents in the study behave in such a way?
of Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs, to
proud. No doubt that actions speak louder
Could it be a result of what they perceive
create positive awareness in ethics among
than words, actions without voice — withbusinesses in Malaysia. BEIM aims to creto be economical rationale in the endless
out amplification — can be irrelevant. Once
pursuit of personal material wealth? By and
ate and propagate a culture of better busithe corporate leaders have created role
large, two key assumptions for such
ness through formulation of an appropriate
models in themselves, they need to be the
ethical business standard for application and
behaviour are rationality and self-interest.
ones to communicate and to spread the
As a technical matter, this means that deadoption of all businesses and through exword. Organisations should strive to install
cision-makers can calculate the costs and
posure of fraudulent practices and scams in
more effective prevention measures to forethe marketplace. Besides that, BEIM also
benefits of the alternatives available to
stall as much as possible further ethical misthem and that they choose to follow the alrecognises individuals and organisations that
conduct. In this regard, the role of internal
ternative that offers the greatest net benchampion the cause of good business ethics
auditors is of utmost importance. Although
in an effort to continuously promote good
efit. The concept of rationality and self-inthe files may have closed, WorldCom,
terest was well described by Adam Smith
business ethics among businesses.
in his groundbreaking book “The Wealth
of the Nations”. Smith claimed “it is not from
“Businesses must realise that ethics is an important component
the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer,
in their tenets in sustaining our nations programme towards
or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but
from their regard to their own interest”.
development. In this quest, good business ethics must be
To put this into perspective, consider
when the market is bullish, the need to use
embraced as part and parcel of the daily operation procedures
sham and deceit will be less. On the other
of each and every organisation.”
hand, when the stock market tumbles and
brokerage fees decline, the urge to use
Enron, Tyco and Parmalat, which all made
Albeit all these endeavours to educate and
sham and deceit to boost earnings sets in.
headlines for the shenanigans not so long
That’s where all the ingenuity comes into
encourage the public and the private sector
ago, remain valuable case studies for interplay with the aim to seek alternative inin ethical business practices, elimination of
nal auditors to look out for red flags in their
unscrupulous business practices must come
come. Business students need to be taught
organisations. Well, probably the best
that honesty, integrity and trustworthiness
from within the organisation itself in order
known of them — Cynthia Cooper, the
are as economically rational as the wealthto achieve the desired outcome. Businesses
whistleblower at WorldCom — was even
must realise that ethics is an important commaximising ideals of financial economics.
TIME’s pick as one of its three Persons of
ponent in their tenets in sustaining our nathe Year for 2002. If not for Ms Cooper and
tions programme towards development. In
Actions speak louder than words
the team fingering the fraud, WorldCom
this quest, good business ethics must be
How can these values be taught to these
would
have
just
died
a
slow
death
under
the
embraced as part and parcel of the daily
students? Is it entirely through textbooks
weight of the massive fraud in its account.
operation procedures of each and every
and lectures? Well, definitely not. Whether
Instead, WorldCom now has gone through
organisation. AT
consciously or sub-consciously, we all learn
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intellectual capital

Intellectual
Capital Reporting
By Huang Ching Choo

T

he new knowledge-based
economy places great importance on intangibles or ‘soft
assets’ like market share, customer satisfaction, employee skills and intellectual capital (IC). Many companies
have realised that IC, the real driver of
value, is a key contributor to their capacity
to secure a sustainable competitive advantage. The increasing importance of IC in
the new economy raises fundamental questions about how companies report on their
performance and value.
Wallman (1996) believes that financial
reporting is in danger of becoming less useful at an accelerating pace. For example:
Traditional financial statements are now
significantly less reflective of the assets that
create wealth than in times past. Intangible assets such as brand names, IC, patents, copyrights, expenditures for research
and development, human resources, etc.
are generally an increasing amount of our
overall wealth (Wallman, 1996:141).
In addition, the much-publicised gap
between book value and market value has
increasingly posed the question about the
relevance of accounting numbers to economic decision-making. The management
and reporting systems are losing their relevance, as they are unable to provide executives with information essential for
managing knowledge-based processes and
intangible resources.
Arthur Andersen in 1998 conducted an
international sur vey of the measurement
of IC and found that the majority of re-
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“IC reporting is not about the financial value of the company
even though indicators can be financial in nature … IC
Statements should give the reader an insight into how the
company’s value is created and how the company handles its
knowledge resources and results of its actions concerning IC.”
ACCOUNTANTS TODAY • August 2004

spondents believed that IC repor ting
would increase and about half believed
that what was learned from the process
of measuring IC was as important as information received from the measures. In
another research conducted by
Waterhouse and Svendsen (1998) in
Canada, IC disclosure was rated as a key
strategic issue, which should be regularly
repor ted to the Boards. W illiams
(2001a:6) highlights a report from Ernst
and Young which shows that financial
markets (such as those in the US and the
UK) attach significant importance to IC
matters such as a company’s strategy
implementation, management’s trustworthiness, the company’s innovative ability
and the quality of the human resources.
There is a growing interest in how companies measure and manage their intangibles. However, accounting bodies still
struggle with how such assets should be
measured and reported since there is no
consensus as to which measures to use and
where to report the IC information in the
corporate reports.

Definition and Classification of IC
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 1999)
describes IC as the economic value of two
categories of intangible assets of a company: organisational (structural) capital
and human capital. Structural capital refers
to things like proprietary software systems,
distribution networks and supply chains.
Human capital includes human resources
within the organisation (i.e. staf f resources) and resources external to the
organisation, namely customers and suppliers. It refers to the know-how, capabilities, skills and expertise of human members of the organisation.
Many of the IC frameworks, however,
have the same three broad classification
categories below:
1 Organisational or Structural Capital. The
management processes, information
systems, databases, corporate strategies, etc.
2 Customer Capital. The customer relationships, customer databases, brands,
trademarks, distribution channel, licensing agreements, franchising agree-
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ments, etc.
3 Human Capital. The minds of individuals: knowledge, skill, competencies,
experience, know-how, education, etc.
of the employees.

IC Reporting Framework
Three relatively well-known IC reporting frameworks which Fincham and
Roslender (2003) classified under the first
wave of IC reporting approaches in their
report are discussed below.
1 Skandia Navigator;
2 Balanced Scorecard; and
3 Intangible Assets Monitor.
These frameworks aim at increasing the
transparency of intangibles.

Skandia Navigator
Skandia AFS, a multinational insurance
and financial services company, has led the
way in developing models to assess their
intangible assets. Leif Edvinsson developed a dynamic and holistic IC reporting
model which measures up to 164 metrics,
covers five components: financial, customer, process, renewal and development
and human.

Balanced Scorecard
The balanced scorecard is another approach to business and management reporting developed by Kaplan and Norton.
The balanced scorecard was designed to
focus managers’ attention to those factors
that help the business strategy. It adds
alongside financial measures, measures for
customers, internal processes and innovation.

Intangible Assets Navigator
Sveiby has developed ‘the invisible balance sheet’ to account for knowledgebased assets. Intangible Assets Monitor
framework is classified as internal structure, external structure and individual
competence. Management selects indicators, based on the strategic objectives of
the firm, to measure four major components of intangible assets: growth, renewal,
efficiency and stability. Intangible Assets
Monitor is “a presentation format that displays a number of relevant indicators in a
simple fashion” (Sveiby, 1997:197).

IC Reports/Statements
The limitations of the existing financial
reporting system have motivated an evolving dialogue on finding new ways to measure and report on a company’s IC. The
development of IC reports or statements
can be traced back to the desire for individuals to improve their understanding of
what comprised the value of the business
so as to better manage them.
Among the pioneers were corporations
like the Swedish insurance company
Skandia, the Danish company Ramboll and
Dow Chemical Company. Skandia and
Ramboll in 1994 included various aspects
of their IC in their annual reporting. Other
leading companies such as Telia and
Consultus, Canadian Imperial bank of
Commerce (CIBC) and firms in the USA
like US West, Buckman Labs and Hughes
Space and Communications, also voluntarily reported on IC (Williams, 2001a:7).
The statements of IC do not attempt to
form one bottom-line expression of value.
Rather, they attempt, through networks of
sketches, stories, narratives and numbers,
to form paths along which new value-creating activities can be supported. Prism
report 2003:28 states that:
The aim of disclosure and measurement
in this [IC] context is to develop a language
for thinking, talking and doing something
about the drivers of the company’s prospects for creating economic value in the
future. It is about the creation of a dialogue
around how value is created, whether that
dialogue is internal or external.
IC reporting is not about the financial
value of the company even though indicators can be financial in nature. IC information disclosed in IC statements contains
various financial and non-financial information, i.e. staff turnover and job satisfaction,
in-service training, turnover split on customers, customer satisfaction, precision of
supply, etc. IC Statements should give the
reader an insight into how the company’s
value is created and how the company
handles its knowledge resources and results of its actions concerning IC. Firms
from the Nordic countries have started
publishing IC reports supplementing the
traditional annual report. These reports
are forward looking and in the form of narratives.
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Current Status of IC Reporting
in Malaysia
Some Malaysian listed companies measure and disclose IC information voluntarily in the annual and internal reports. Since
most components of IC do not meet the
stringent recognition criteria as assets, IC
is not reported as an asset in the balance
sheet of Malaysian companies. The related
expenses on IC are generally expensed.
The over-emphasising on the concept of
recognition, according to Wallman (1996),
is one of the reasons for declining utility
of accounting and financial reporting. He
believes that:
We devote an inordinate amount of attention to assessing whether a given item
satisfies all the recognition criteria, even
to the extent of losing sight of the overall
goal of providing information that is useful (Wallman, 1996:143).
The demands of the new economy are
not only a challenge for accounting in the
area of financial reporting, but also in the
realm of management control. Within the
firm, accounting information is essential
for appropriate decision-making; managers
need timely and reliable information in
order to carry out the budgeting process
and implement control mechanisms. The
traditional accounting model has become
deficient because innovative activities are
not considered as strategic variables in
such models. Managers need to identify
their companies’ fundamental value drivers, enhance their effect on the future performance of their companies as well as
implement controls to protect them.

A Challenge to Malaysian Companies
In Malaysia, the global developments
today have prompted reassessment of various aspects of corporate reporting to boost
public confidence and trust. According to
Dato’ Johan Raslan, the newly appointed
chairman of the Financial Reporting Foundation, such reassessment is necessary to
enable companies to communicate a more
complete and transparent picture of their
per for mance (MASB, 2003). Today’s
shareholders and stakeholders are demanding more and better information
about what really creates value in compa-
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nies and corporate performance.
An empirical study on the three elements
of IC, i.e. human capital, structural capital
and customer capital and their relationships within the service and non-service
sectors in Malaysia was conducted by
Bontis, Chua and Richardson (2000).
Bontis et al. (2000) concluded that IC has
a significant and substantive relationship
with business performance regardless of
industry sector. If there is such a relationship it is vital then to report information
on IC both internally as well as externally
to assess corporate performance.
To arrive at a fully developed country
status by the year 2020, the private sector
in Malaysia is urged to train their own
manpower, equip them, upgrade their skills
and manage them well. In a knowledge
economy, a company’s competitive advan-

formation of IC accounts that have anything to do with direct relevance to
competitors.
4 IC details reported should describe the
company’s general idea of management
and general challenges in tomorrow’s
information and knowledge society.
In conclusion, Williams (2001b:193,194)
states that:
In the context of IC, voluntary corporate
disclosures by management of information
related to this concept may enable investors and other relevant shareholders to
assess better the firm’s wealth creation
capabilities. Consequently, such disclosures may lead stakeholders to reduce
their perceived risks associated with the
entity and, therefore, the firm’s cost of capital declines. AT

“… such reassessment is necessary to enable companies to communicate a more complete and transparent picture of their performance (MASB, 2003). Today’s shareholders and stakeholders are
demanding more and better information about what really creates
value in companies and corporate performance.”
Dato’ Johan Raslan, Chairman of the Financial Reporting Foundation
tage lies in its IC — the talented people
who make their company successful. As
more companies begin to realise the value
of IC, knowledge, skills and learning become major challenges and the management and reporting of IC are vital to the
success of the company.
A systematised IC reporting framework
would improve the reporting of IC in Malaysia. However, before embarking on that,
companies can begin with voluntarily disclosing and reporting IC information by
following the guidelines suggested by Williams (2001a:8):
1 Information of IC should illustrate its
importance to the company.
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Financial
Flatulence

bullfighter

By Malcom Smith

All companies use jargon in
their financial reports but what
are they actually covering up?
Professor Malcolm Smith takes
the bull by the horns and
reveals the cause and effect of
corporate ‘gobbledygook’.

I

n an ideal world corporate financial
reporting would reflect financial reality. Unfortunately, the use of jargon
in corporate communications is commonplace, and goes well beyond that which
is necessary for technical accuracy. But
does it matter? It may well do, if the way in
which information is presented and conveyed tells us something about the communicators and the financial well-being of
their organisation.
Research literature tells us that readability of narratives is linked to financial performance, and that the use of key standard
words and phrases is predictive of poor performance. But none of this research is concerned specifically with the use of corporate jargon. However, Deloittes Consulting
has now come up with software (called the
Bullfighter) to measure the incidence of
jargon in financial reports. The Bullfighter
then computes a ‘Bull Index’, which combines the use of obscure or objectionable
words with the more familiar readability
indices (based on the length of words and
sentences). The program has apparently
been tested on the various statements produced by 30 top US companies, with the
suggestion that financial performance is
linked to clarity of statements. (In particular, those companies using plenty of jargon
seem to perform poorly.) Deloittes cite the
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“Deloittes Consulting has now come up with software (called the
Bullfighter) to measure the incidence of jargon in financial reports.
The Bullfighter then computes a ‘Bull Index’, which combines the
use of obscure or objectionable words with the more familiar
readability indices”
activities of Enron as a primary example,
with financial deterioration accompanied
by increasingly opaque corporate communications.
What is not clear is whether the new index outperforms the traditional readability indices, nor whether the technology is
applicable outside the US. This article addresses these issues by looking at samples
of companies drawn from the UK and Australia.
Clear and transparent communications
reflect well on both the communicators and
the organisations that they front. Trust and
respect can be fostered with such a device.

On the contrary, if miscommunication is
interpreted as a deliberate attempt to mislead, then that trust may be lost forever.
The absence of clear messages may signal
that there is something seriously wrong
with both the management of the communication process and the management of
financial performance.
Effective communication demands that
the reader/listener interprets and understands exactly what the sender is tr ying
to say. The more trustworthy the sender
(a trait traditionally ascribed to accountants) then the more credible and reliable
the message is. However, the communi-
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cation process can breakdown, if the
reader can’t understand or misinterprets
the content, or because the sender has deliberately constructed a misleading message. Where the message represents a
deliberate attempt to deceive the reader,
then we have a potentially serious problem. The message might contain misleading content (downright misinformation),
or might be presented in a way which
makes it more difficult to understand —
through poor readability and/or the overuse of jargon.
In corporate reporting the accountants’
‘jargon’ of technical terms provides an obstacle in communicating with the general
reader. Terms such as ‘assets’, ‘liabilities’,
and ‘leverage’ all have precise meanings,
which may not coincide with the interpretation placed on them outside of the profession. The complexity of the financial
statements means that non-accountants
rely extensively on narrative sections of the
annual report for their accounting information. But the financial narrative is usually
a complex document, made more impen-

etrable by the use of technical terms, and
if the user is not able to read, understand
and interpret its content, then opportunities for deception and communication
breakdown will arise.
We might anticipate that firms would
want to signal their superiority to the market, both through excellence of performance and through transparent corporate
disclosures. But if there is no ‘good news’
for them to disclose, then some firms
might try to obscure the fact by conveying messages, which are either unclear or
incorrect. They must still report, even if
they have only bad news, because failure
to report would be interpreted in an even
more damaging fashion; hence the deception. Smith & Taffler in a 1992 study of
UK manufacturing companies, published
in the Australian journal Accounting & Finance, confirms these suspicions, in that
the readability of the chairman’s narrative
is closely associated with financial performance. Low levels of readability coincide
with poor performance, particularly with
poor liquidity, and clarity of communica-

tion with excellence of performance. The
implication is that firms are signalling
good performance while trying to obscure
poor performance.
Most measures of readability (the
FLESCH and LIX indices are in common
use) are based on lengths of words (number of letters or syllables) and lengths of
sentences (number of words). So the measurement of difficulty is independent of the
target audience. Of the other indices in
common use, the FOG index differs in that
it incorporates the number of ‘hard’ words
into its calculation. This is a strength (because it would penalise the use of jargon)
but also a weakness (because it is difficult
to decide exactly what constitutes a ‘hard’
word without reference to a specific context and a particular readership). Deloittes’
Bullfighter software, and their ‘Bull Composite Index’ experiences similar difficulties. It attempts to measure the clarity of a
message, both in terms of its readability
and the incidence of ‘offensive’ jargon.
Again precisely what constitutes ‘jargon’ in
this context is the difficulty; any dictionary

“… the readability of the chairman’s narrative is closely
associated with financial performance. Low levels of readability
coincide with poor performance, particularly with poor liquidity,
and clarity of communication with excellence of performance.
The implication is that firms are signalling good performance
while trying to obscure poor performance.”
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of problem words will change over time.
Such a collection might also be industry
and country specific, and apply differently
to different forms of corporate disclosure.
The Bull Index is hard on the users of the
word ‘leverage’, though in a specific context it could be the only word to choose
which does not change the financial meaning intended.
Following its 1992 study, Smith & Taffler
published a paper in the Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal in 2000
which shows that ‘bad news’ disclosures
are normally associated with references to
‘losses’, ‘closures’, ‘contraction’, ‘resignation’ and ‘support from our bankers’, while
‘good news’ is associated with talk of ‘profits’, ‘dividends’, ‘growth’ and ‘acquisitions’.
Where the chairman’s statement does not
discuss profits and dividends at length, this
omission is in itself a grave cause for concern.
Thankfully the different parts of the annual report usually convey the same message: poor performance apparent from the
financial statements is normally accompanied by a gloomy, pessimistic narrative,
while excellent financial numbers are
complemented by self-congratulatory and
optimistic words. Investigations of the relatively rare instances where no such correspondence of direction exists, in that the
financial numbers and the narrative appear
to be conveying opposite messages, demonstrates the considerable potential that
exists for misleading the reader, especially
where gloomy financial numbers are
complemented by a wildly over-optimistic
narrative. In such circumstances readers
tend to pay too much attention to the
words, and downplay the less subjective
financial figures, with the result that inappropriate judgements can be made on the
financial health of the company. It is hard
to escape the conclusion that such narratives are deliberately misleading and intended to give a false impression of future
potential.
Much of this existing evidence is old
(based on data reported as much as 20
years ago), UK based, and concerns only
messages communicated in the corporate
annual report. To see whether these findings still hold, and to determine whether
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“… ‘bad news’ disclosures are
normally associated with
references to losses, closures,
contraction, resignation and
support from our bankers,
while good news is associated
with talk of profits, dividends,
growth and acquisitions.”
the Bull Index represents an improvement
for predictive purposes which is
generalisable across countries, we need to
make some comparisons.

How well does the Bull Index work
with ‘old data’?
We return to the datasets used by Smith
& Taffler (1992) to see if the Bull Index
performs better than the Flesch readability index. It doesn’t; there is no improvement in the relationship between readability and financial performance consequent
upon using the new index. But this should
not come as a great surprise — because
the ‘Bull’ words of the program’s dictionary
hardly ever appear in the chairman’s statements of the 1980s and consequently there
is scarcely a difference between the two
measures. Such a comparison provides evidence to support our earlier suggestion regarding timeliness — any dictionary will
need regular updating if it is to remain relevant in the analysis of corporate narratives.

How well does the Bull Index work
with recent data drawn from
corporate reports?
A sample (admittedly very small) of two
high-profile Australian companies, One.Tel
and HIH, both in rapidly failing health, was
examined over the period 1998-2000. This
time the corporate reports do demonstrate
the existence of some ‘Bull’ words, so that
the index and the Flesch score were
slightly different (though still so closely
associated — with a correlation coefficient
of 0.994 — that no improvement in predic-

tive power was apparent). However, the
same relationship suggested by the Smith
& Taffler 1992 paper was in evidence, in
that there was a significant relationship
between readability and financial performance. Low levels of readability, by whichever measure, were associated with poor
profitability.

How well does the Bull Index work
with corporate communications not
drawn from the annual report?
The same two companies, and the same
time period, referred to above, were used
to sample the content of corporate announcements. Both companies exhibited
deteriorating financial performance over
the period and were subject to close media attention and speculation. We might
suspect that some of the findings from the
Enron application in the US might be repeated here, but were disappointed. The
disclosures of both companies had low
readability over the entire period, with
media releases posing more problems than
statements from the chairman or CEO, but
there was no clear trend. There were
plenty of instances of ‘Bull’ words and
phrases, for example ‘going forward’, ‘best
of breed’, ‘synergistic’ and ‘core competency’, but Bull Scores were still closely
related to traditional readability scores
(with a correlation coefficient in excess of
0.97). The negative and defensive themes
apparent in the statements would appear
to be better predictors of impending doom,
consistent with the Smith & Taffler, 2000,
findings.
The Bull Score seems then to work just
as well as traditional readability measures,
but the addition of a ‘jargon’ related component appears to confer no further predictive benefits, at least for Australian corporate disclosures. Further research might
be more fruitful, especially if it compared
the use of ‘standard’ and ‘jargon’ words.
But in the interim, the use of Bullfighter is
still fun, and might help us to eliminate
some of the more objectionable terms from
our own communications! AT
Malcolm Smith is Professor of Accounting at the
University of South Australia. This article first
appeared in the February 2004 issue of Australian CPA.
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TA X & A C C O U N T I N G

Capital Reduction

From a Tax and Accounting Perspective

By Tan Hooi Beng

Every now and then, we often hear about

groups of companies undertaking various
reorganisation or restructuring exercises with the view of achieving
operational efficiency or restoring investors’ confidence. More often
than not, restructuring takes place during trying times rather than the
booming period. During bad times or during a financial crisis,
corporations endeavour to trim down their operations. Over the years,
we have seen a number of capital reduction exercises being undertaken by the local conglomerates. One really needs to understand the
ramifications arising from a capital reduction exercise, especially from
the tax and accounting point of view. As such, this article seeks to
provide an overview of the scheme of capital reduction.
Objectives of Capital Reduction
Generally, a company initiates a capital
reduction scheme due to one of the following reasons:
 When a company’s paid up capital may
be adequately represented by available
assets due to losses on fixed assets, and/
or investment and that the fixed assets
and investment concerned are to be written off to give a more realistic financial
position of the company;
 A company having unnecessary excess
capital;
 When a company intends to write off the
considerable adverse balance on profit and
loss account (due to accumulated previous
losses) with a view of providing a more realistic financial position of the company.
Apart from the above, where a company
is conducted in a way oppressive to its
member, under the Companies Act 1965,
the High Court is empowered to order the
reduction of a company’s capital.

Tax Perspective
From the tax point of view, capital reduction is commonly used as one of the tax planning strategies in extracting profits from a
company without having to incur any addiAugust 2004 • ACCOUNTANTS TODAY

tional tax costs. However, the major stumbling block to this is the need to obtain the
High Court’s sanction on a particular scheme
of capital reduction. Another crucial factor
that must be duly considered by the tax
advisers is whether the payment under a
capital reduction could be viewed as dividend
payment vis-à-vis a capital return. Ideally, it
should be ensured that this kind of payment
be regarded as return of capital. Otherwise,
various tax laws pertaining to the dividend
payment ought to be adhered to.

Mechanism of Dividend Franking
In the case of taxable dividend, Malaysia
adopts the dividend imputation system
whereby the corporate income tax of 28 per
cent paid by a resident company is credited
to a dividend franking account, that is, the
‘Section 108 account’. The Section 108 credit
enables the company to distribute franked
dividends to its shareholders. In the event
that a company distributes taxable dividends without sufficient dividend franking
credit, then tax charge would arise where
the company is required to pay additional
tax at the prevailing corporate tax rate of 28
per cent on the dividends distributed.
From the recipient’s point of view, i.e. the
shareholders’ perspective, the dividend

received would be subject to income tax,
however at ‘gross’ level. Nevertheless, the
recipient of the taxable dividends would be
entitled to a tax credit, which is equivalent
to the tax deducted on the gross dividend
by the payer, as a ‘Section 110 set-off’.
Apar t from distributing taxable
dividends (franked dividends), a company
may be able to pay tax-exempt dividends
to its shareholders. Usually, the following
companies that are profitable would have
tax-exempt income accounts where tax-exempt dividends can be paid out:
 Companies enjoying various tax incentives like Pioneer Status, Investment Tax
Allowance etc.;
 Companies having chargeable income in
the tax waiver year, i.e. year of assessment 2000 (preceding year basis);
 Companies deriving foreign income.
A point to note here is the distribution
of dividends (be it taxable or exempt) by a
company is also dependent on the availability of retained earnings. In the start-up
years where the company may not have
sufficient retained earnings, it would not
be able to distribute any dividends.
For the case of tax-exempt dividends, the
Section 108 credit requirement is not applicable to the payer whilst the payee would
be exempted from tax on the dividends. In
practice, where a company distributes taxable dividends with adequate Section 108
credit and at the same time having tax-exempt account, the tax office may regard
the dividend payout as a tax-exempt distribution and hence, the tax-exempt account
would be reduced accordingly. Nevertheless, a practical problem arises with regards to the re-issuance of the tax-exempt
dividend warrants to replace the old ones.

What constitutes a dividend?
A mere return of capital to shareholders is
not taxable under the Income Tax Act 1967
(ITA) in the hands of the shareholders. On the
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other hand, if the shareholders receive payments from the profits of the company, then
the shareholders would be subject to income
tax on these payments as dividend income.
Unfortunately, the legislators did not define
the meaning of ‘dividend’ in the ITA. Given
this, one ought to seek judicial guidance and
rely on the principles established in various
tax cases. The leading case laws, which would
shed some light on the issue of whether capital reduction payment constitutes dividend
payments, are summarised in the table below.

Conclusion
Against the above principles, for income
tax purposes, one may conclude that a dividend would encompass:
 Any distribution made by a company to
its shareholders regardless of whether it
is in money or other property (in specie);
 Any distribution credited by a company
to its shareholders; and
 The paid-up value of shares issued by a

company to its shareholders to the extent to which the paid-up value represents a capitalisation of profits.
On the other hand, there are strong
grounds to contend that the following are
mere capital payments as opposed to dividend payments:
 A distribution made pursuant to a liquidation scheme as it simply represents
the return of shareholders’ original investment;
 A distribution made by a company, which
is the result of a reduction of its capital because it is a capital return on investment;
 A bonus or scrip issue is not a distribution of a company’s wealth because the
value of each shareholder’s interest remains unchanged. Theoretically, nothing
has passed to the shareholders and there
is no taxable distribution [The CIR v.
Wright (11TC 181)].
In practice, the Malaysian tax office would
adopt the capital receipt concept particularly

if a company undertakes a scheme of capital
reduction, which has been sanctioned by the
High Court. One must realise that the tax
office has long ago realised that a capital reduction scheme is one of the tax-planning
tools in extracting profits out of a company
that does not have sufficient Section 108
franking credit. Given this, it is vital for the
company to justify that the scheme is carried
out for commercial reasons and not solely
for tax purposes. Simply put, commercial justifications must exist in a particular capital
reduction scheme in order to avoid the tax
office from invoking the anti-avoidance provision, namely Section 140 of the ITA.

Accounting perspective
Pursuant to Section 64 of the Companies Act,
1965, a company if so authorised by its articles
and subject to confirmation by the Court to
reduce its share capital by the following:
 extinguish or reduce the liability on any
of its shares in respect of share capital

Name of case and citation

Judge-made law/Special Commissioners’ findings

THT v. Director General
of Inland Revenue
(1988) 1 MSTC 2,058

“In our present case, it is clear that the company could not simply distribute its
Held: Dividend
capital realised from the sale of the said land to all its shareholders by way of
In this case, the Malaysian Special
purported “loans”. Any such distribution under whatever name given by the
Commissioners’ decided that
company or its director would amount to dividends in the hands of the recipients loans given to directors who were
and the same will be chargeable to tax under Section 108 of the ITA.”
also shareholders to be dividends.

Hill v. Permanent Trustee
Company of New South
Wales (1930) A.C. 720

“A limited company not in liquidation can make no payment by way of return of
capital to its shareholders except as a step in an authorised reduction of capital.
Any other payment made by it by means of which it parts with monies to its
shareholders must and can only be made by way of dividing profit. Whether
the payment is called a ‘dividend’ or a ‘bonus’ or any other name, it still must
remain a payment on division of profits.”

Held: Capital payment only if
via sanctioned scheme of
capital reduction.

CIR v Burrel (9 TC 27)

“..When the liquidation begins, all distinction disappears, and there are no surplus assets, and the shareholders only get their money in that character, and you
no longer affect it with the character of profits which have borne Income Tax”

Held: Capital payment
Where a company distributes cash
or property as a result of an
authorised reduction in share
capital, such a distribution is
capital in nature and not taxable
as dividend income. It represents
a return of part of the capital
investment of the shareholders.

Commissioner of Taxation
of the Commonwealth of
Australia v. Uther
(112 CLR 630)(HC)

“… for in this case, as in that, what the shareholders received was not an amount
of detached profits of the company, distributed as the fruit of the shares, but
was simply extracted from assets of the company …”
“… There was no detachment from the company’s assets of any amount to
represent profits, no distribution of money as the produce of shares, which
should remain nevertheless intact. There was simply an allocation and payment
to each shareholder of a sum of money belonging to the company, in satisfaction
and extinguishments of some of his shares. The shares were the shareholders’
capital, so necessarily, was the money that took their place”

Held: Capital payment

CIR Trustees of Joseph
Reid (Deceased)
(30 TC 431)

“..this conclusion can only be reached by ignoring that what may be regarded
as capital in the hands of the payer (company) may yet be income in the hands
of the payee (shareholders:…”
“..if a foreign company chooses to distribute its surplus profits as dividends, the
nature and origin of those profits do not and cannot be made to affect the quality
of the receipt by the shareholders for the purpose of Income Tax”

Held: Dividend
It was established that dividend
does not lose its character as
‘income’ merely because it is paid
out of the capital fund such as
capital profit, long-term investment
or in specie such as shares in
another company.
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PROCESS OF CAPITAL
Check articles
of the company

BOD to discuss &
to seek legal and
other professionals’
advice

not paid up;
 cancel any paid-up capital which is lost
or unrepresented by available assets; or
BOD’s resolution
and EGM

 pay off any paid-up share capital, which
is in excess of the needs of the company.

Procedures
The entire process of capital is summarised on the left.

Lodge the order
of Court with CCM

Apply to the court

Publish a notice of
the registration of
the Court Order

Insert a copy of
special resolution,
court order &
Form 29 into the
Memorandum of
Associations

Completed!

To forward cheques
to shareholders for
return of capital
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Lodge a Notice
of Resolution
with the CCM

If required,
to alter the
register of member

To recall the old
share certificates
for cancellation
and to issue new
share certificates

The way forward
Capital reduction is a well-regulated process
and is undertaken for various reasons,
amongst others for tax-planning purposes.
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, it is crucial to ensure that any scheme undertaken
must not be seen as an unacceptable tax avoidance scheme, otherwise the tax office will not
hesitate to counteract the effect of the transaction with a view of protecting the
Government’s revenues base. Therefore, before embarking into this kind of transaction,
professional’s advice ought to be sought. AT
Tan Hooi Beng, B. Acc (Malaya), CA(M),
ATII(M) is tax analyst at a US-based oil and gas
company. The above views are his own.
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TA X & A C C O U N T I N G

money laundering

Is There Really a Relationship Between

Money Laundering
and
Tax Evasion?

By Dr. Bryan Peter

Banks financial investigators to do so.

What’s the relationship?

E

nough has been said about
money laundering in the previous issues of Accountants
Today. Do professionals like accountants, lawyers and company secretaries really take it seriously? Even if they do,
in practice, do professionals really ask their
potential or existing clients whether or not
the proposed financial transactions to be
undertaken are meant to hide their true
source of revenue. Wouldn’t it be better to
be just straight forward, like asking the client whether the money involved was earned
from an illegal source. Well, if I were the
money launderer, I will definitely not tell my
professional advisers that the objective of
the proposed financial transaction is to give
that money the appearance of coming from
a legitimate source. In order to protect your
interest as a professional adviser, I would
suggest that the potential client sign a declaration to confirm that no money laundering is involved before proceeding further.
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Should we be over-concerned?
At this stage, there is no cause for alarm,
as money laundering does not make up the
majority of criminal activity in Malaysia. One
may have in mind that crimes dealing with
or motivated by money is money laundering. That need not necessarily be the case.
For example, tax evasion, corruption and
drug trafficking are types of crimes that
revolve around money. Therefore, we need
to get our perception right from the outset.
For instance, tax evasion may not necessarily be connected with money laundering.
As a structure finance specialist and having worked in top investment banks in the
world, I must admit that money laundering
is a very complex crime. The reason is because it involves complicated particulars,
habitually linking many financial transactions
and financial channels all over the world. In
order to track or follow the money trail, the
Central Bank of Malaysia must have the expertise and co-operation from other Central

So, is there really a relationship between
money laundering and tax evasion? The
link is that criminal investigation concentrates on money laundering where the core
activity is an infringement of the income
tax laws. I would say there is a strong connection between money laundering and tax
evasion. To me, money laundering is the
process by which criminals evade paying
taxes on illegal income by hiding the
source and the amount of income. To sum
up in one word, money laundering is to all
intents and purposes tax evasion on the go.
It should be noted that income from whatever source derived whether legal or illegal is taxable income. Now, with the enactment of the Anti Money Laundering Act
2001, organised crime members and possibly professional advisers, like accountants, lawyers and company secretaries can
be charged and convicted of both tax
evasion and money laundering.
In the recent seminars that I have conducted, participants always ask this question “Is it easy to detect money laundering?”
When a person has a sizeable sum of illegitimate income, the person has to do something with it with the intention of hiding it
from the tax authorities. The person will
make every effort to launder it to make it
look as if it was from a lawful source, allowing the person to use it or invest it in assets
without having to be afraid of the tax authorities and tax consequences.
Based on my experience working in Europe, one of the techniques to launder illegitimate income is to shift the cash out of
Europe and then bring it back in a clean
form, habitually camouflaged as loan pro-
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ceeds. A different mode is to route or comingle the cash through different business
activities to provide the form that the cash
was originated from a lawful source.
If the Central Bank or the tax authorities
suspect that the financial transactions involve
money laundering or tax evasion, they will
conduct a financial or tax investigation on the
parties involved. Documents such as bank
statements and credit card accounts, which
point to the movement of cash, will be taken
away as evidence for prosecution. Any documentation that pertains to or reveals the series of actions linking cash transfer is vital.
The main objective in a financial or tax investigation is to detect and provide evidence
for the transfer of cash throughout the course
of a crime. The connection flanked by where
the cash comes from, who obtains it, when it
is received and where it is put, can present
evidence of criminal activity.
Sooner or later, the Malaysian Inland Revenue Board investigations of illegitimate income cases relating to money laundering will
become a significant mechanism of the antimoney laundering strategy. This important
task will be carried out by the newly set-up
Criminal Investigation Unit. A comprehensive
financial examination of the unlawful activity
will provide evidence for the financial performance connected to unreported income on
tax returns and money laundering which is
usually crucial to securing a conviction.

Is money laundering harmful to society?
Money laundering establishes an underground, untaxed financial system that harms
our country’s overall financial strength. Not
only that, it is a worldwide menace that
erodes the world economic systems.
Before we can tackle money laundering
from its source, we need to understand
what motivates laundering proceeds. The
main purpose of money laundering that I
can think of is to exchange money to another form of asset, to hide the illegitimate
source or source of cash income. The launderer ultimately makes use of this money,
attributed to a lawful source, which then
conceal the trails of the unlawful trade that
produced the money in the first place.
Money launderers engage themselves in
this activity to evade prosecution, boost
profits, prevent confiscation of amassed
wealth and tax evasion.
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Techniques to launder illegitimate income
There are various methods being employed by money launderers to channel
funds across the globe. For the purposes
of this article, I will only discuss the commonly used methods:

Structuring — We all know that structuring financing transaction is part and parcel of the job of an investment banker or
structured financed specialist. The general
term used in money laundering is
“smurfing” instead of being called structuring. It is perhaps the most frequently
used money laundering technique. The
reason is because a large sum of money
can be easily transferred as it involves complicated structures, with many parties involved. Hence, the process of tracking the
money trail is extremely difficult.
Cash Purchases — Money launders pay
for big-ticket items, for example luxury
cars, yachts and real estate using cash. In
countless cases money launders will use
the assets, however they will dissociate
themselves by having the properties and
assets listed in someone else’s name.

Moneychangers — Moneychangers offer
assistance that permit individuals to buy
foreign currency that can then be transported out of the country. Cash can also
be transferred to offshore bank accounts
anywhere in the world by moneychangers
in certain countries.

Stockbrokers — A stockbroker can
receive a substantial amount of cash from
the launderer and deliver securities in exchange. The launderer could later sell the
shares and the stockbroking company will
issue a cheque to the launderer.

Telegraphic Transfer — Regarded as one
of the cheapest and safest mode of transferring funds as it allows one to wire cash from
one location or country to another without
actually transporting the physical cash.

Postal Money Orders — Launderers will
usually swap currency notes for postal
money orders, then sending them out of the
country for crediting into another account.
Gambling in Casinos — Money launderers
will take cash to a casino to acquire poker
chips for betting. Subsequent to betting and
placing usual bets, chips are exchanged at
the cashier where a casino cheque is issued.

Credit Cards — This technique involves

overpaying credit card bills and maintaining a high credit balance that can be turned
over to cash at any time and place.

Loanback — A money launderer gives a
person a sum of unlawful funds. The person then offers a loan back to the money
launderer for the same amount of money
with all the necessar y loan agreements
drawn up by a lawyer. This establishes an
impression that the launderer’s money is
lawful. The ploy is fortified through genuine
scheduled payments given out on the loan
by the launderer.

Impact of money laundering
on our society
The effect is beyond imagination, if no action is taken now. For instance, global drug
trafficking alone creates wealth beyond one’s
imagination for criminal organisations each
year. In order to fight money laundering, we
must recognise and admit that prearranged
money laundering has damaging social
consequences. Laundered money gives
monetary backing for drug dealers, terrorism, arms dealers and other criminals to
function and develop their criminal kingdom.

Preventive strategies to be taken
by professional advisers
It’s about time professional advisers
wake up and not let the “Ringgit and Sen”
blind your vision when dealing with your
clients, be they new or existing ones. When
dealing with your clientele, be prepared to
ask the following questions:
 How close or familiar are you with this
person?
 Do you completely comprehend the deal
this person desires to enter into?
 Are you at ease and comfortable with
this deal?
 Does the deal seem sensible taking into
consideration the person’s financial
strength?
 Is this a normal means for carrying out
other similar business dealings?
If professional advisers suspect money
laundering, they should “report it immediately!” It is just not worth taking the risk. AT
Dr. Bryan Peter is the Head of Global Financial
Services of TaxPowerhouse.com, a tax research
institute based in Hong Kong. To contact him,
please email to johnandrew@taxpowerhouse.com.
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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

MASB ISSUES PROPOSED
STANDARDS ON Ijarah
The Malaysian Accounting Standards
Board (MASB) is inviting the public to
comment on its newly released exposure
draft MASB ED i-2 Ijarah. The proposed
standard is another testament to the importance of Islamic finance in Malaysia.
Not long after the founding of Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad in 1983, the market
for Islamic financial products and services
quickly gained ground. Total Islamic financing steadily rose from a mere RM249
million in 1983 to RM13.75 billion in 19991 .
In addition, the Securities Commission estimates the assets of Malaysian Muslims
stand at some USD83 billion2 . Other financial institutions began to take notice, and
by the late 1990’s, most conventional banks
had a window for Islamic banking services.

MASB’s Islamic Technical Unit
Aware of the importance of Islamic finance,
MASB set up its Islamic technical unit to identify and formulate accounting standards for
important issues concerning Islamic financial
transactions. MASB issued its first Islamic
accounting standard, MASB i-1 Presentation
of Financial Statements of Islamic Financial
Institutions in 2003. Ijarah is MASB’s second
project on Islamic standards.
Ijarah represents about 29 per cent of Islamic banking products in Malaysia3 . Conceptually, Ijarah is a contract similar to a rental or
an operating lease. A lessor will transfer rights
to the usufruct of his asset to a lessee, for a
specified period, in exchange for a specified
consideration. In addition to straightforward
Ijarah, there are situations where Ijarah is
attached to other arrangements, resulting in
products similar to financing instruments.
In 2001, MASB set up a working group
on Ijarah, and in July 2004, the exposure
draft MASB ED i-2 Ijarah was released.
1 Islamic Banking Statistics, Bank Negara Malaysia.
www.bnm.gov.my
2 Unlocking Untapped Islamic Funds: The Malaysian
Unit Trust Experience, presented by the Securities
Commission at the 1st Islamic Retail Banking Conference, Dubai, 4 March 2004.
3 Bank Negara Malaysia Annual Report 2003, pg.198.
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During the development period, the MASB
identified complex issues surrounding Islamic transactions in general, and Ijarah
as a financing instrument in particular. So,
MASB’s Board split the Ijarah project into
two phases. Phase I focuses exclusively on
Ijarah itself, while Phase II will tackle
Ijarah used for financing purposes.

The Exposure Draft MASB ED i-2
The newly released MASB ED i-2 resulted
from Phase I. The provisions of MASB ED i-2
are similar to existing standards on operating
leases, except for proviso catering to Shariah
— assets leased under an Ijarah contract must
be halal, or legitimate from a Shariah perspective. The proposed standard also stresses that
a lease under Ijarah is a lease for the usufruct
of the asset, rather than the asset itself.
MASB ED i-2 will provide guidance for
Islamic leases such as those undertaken by
the leasing industry, and equipment and vehicle rental companies. However, guidance
on the treatment of other Ijarah based contracts such as sale and leaseback, Ijarah
Muntahia Bittamleek or Sukuk Ijarah will
be dealt with in Phase II to allow more time
for in-depth research, deliberation and feedback. This is due to Shariah, regulatory, legal, taxation and other accounting issues
that need to be addressed.

Substance versus Form
Although most Ijarah contracts take on the
form of Ijarah Muntahia Bittamleek, the socalled Islamic finance lease, it is excluded
from the scope of MASB ED i-2. In short,
this is because we have yet to determine
whether substance or form takes precedent
for Islamic transactions. Looking at the ‘substance’ of the transaction, Ijarah Muntahia
Bittamleek, may seem similar to conventional
finance leases. Indeed, banks in Malaysia currently treat it as a “Financing of Customers”
as required by Bank Negara Malaysia’s
(BNM) Garis Panduan 8-i (GP8-i).
However, Ijarah Muntahia Bittamleek is
actually two contracts — a lease over the

lease period, and a sale at the end of the
lease. There are arguments that the accounting entries should reflect the two contracts, even though Ijarah Muntahia
Bittamleek appears to be a finance lease.
The Middle Eastern standard-setter, the
Accounting and Auditing Organisation for
Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) in its
Financial Accounting Standard 8 (FAS 8)
adopts a “two transactions” approach for
Ijarah Muntahia Bittamleek. Under the
AAOIFI standard, banks carry a fixed asset
called ‘Leased Assets’ which are leased to
customers, followed by a sale/disposal of
those assets at the end of the lease period.
Our Shariah advisors are yet to decide
whether substance or form should prevail.
If they rule that the form should be reflected,
Islamic transactions may be subject to the
“two (or even more) transactions” approach.
Any such ruling may set precedent for cases
of sale-and-leaseback, or sale-and-leasebackwith-repurchase transactions — such as
those used in Sukuk Ijarah, a form of asset
securitisation. Needless to say, to adopt such
an approach in Malaysia will start a chain reaction in terms of regulatory, legal, taxation
and other accounting issues.

MASB invites comment from the public
The Board must ensure that the issues surrounding Ijarah and Ijarah-based transactions
are addressed in great depth and with wide
consultation before any other pronouncements are to be made. Thus, the Board welcomes constructive comments from the public regarding its proposed standards on Ijarah.
The exposure period for MASB ED i-2
ends on 30 September 2004, after which
the Board will deliberate on respondents’
comments. The Standard is expected to be
issued in the first quarter of 2005 for use
by companies under the purview of the Financial Reporting Act 1997.
Copies of MASB ED i-2 have been circulated to the State Religious Councils, financial
institutions, and regulators, as well as selected
accountancy firms, members of academia, and
the corporate sector for their comments.
Other interested parties may view the document on-line on www.masb.org.my/
indexedo.htm or obtain copies from the Malaysian Accounting Standards Board, Suite
5.01 - 5.03, 338 Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman,
50100 Kuala Lumpur, Tel: 03-2715 9199.
All comments on MASB ED i-2 must be
submitted by 30 September 2004. AT
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS ON

Anti-Money Laundering
Members who wish to attend the
nationwide Programmes on the
extension of the AMLA 2001 to
Accountants and Company Secretaries, are urged to register their
participation at the respective locations as soon as possible. The
registration for the Kuala Lumpur
event passed the 100 participants
mark within the first two weeks,
and registrations for Seremban
and Melaka were very positive.
Registrations for the other locations are filling up rapidly.
Following June’s special report
on the new developments on antimoney laundering, members are
reminded to visit the Institute’s
special website at www.mia.org.my/
misc/amla from time to time for
further information on the new
developments on anti-money laundering. To provide members with
some basic understanding of the
new developments, a series of Frequently Asked Questions and Answers (FAQs) have been put together. The second set of FAQs on
who does the AMLA 2001 apply
to is reproduced for members’ easy
reference.

Who Does the AMLA 2001 Apply To?
1 How does the Invocation Order affect

accountants?
The Invocation Order, once gazetted, will
amend the First Schedule of the AMLA to include the following as ‘reporting institutions’:
(a) accountants who are members in public practice of the Institute (as defined
in the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (Membership & Council) Rules
2001); and
(b) persons who are prescribed pursuant
to Section 139A of the Companies Act
1965 to act as a secretary of a company
— these persons include accountants
who are members of the Institute.
The Invocation Order, which will come
into effect on 30 September 2004, will set
out the ‘relevant ser vices’, which if provided by members in public practice (paragraph (a) in Question 3) or by members
who are company secretaries (paragraph
(b) in Question 3), will require these
members to comply with the reporting
obligations under the AMLA 2001.

Who is covered by the requirements?
2If you:

3 What are the ‘relevant services’?
The ‘relevant services’ are as follows:
(a) As a member in public practice, you act
for or on behalf of your client to prepare for or carry out the following activities for the client:
i) buying or selling of immovable property;
ii) managing of client money, securities or
other property;
iii) managing of accounts including savings and securities accounts;
iv) organising of contributions for the creation, operation or management of
companies; or

(a) are a member in public practice, that is,
you are a chartered accountant or licensed accountant who, as a sole proprietor or in a partnership, provides or is
engaged in public practice services in
return for a fee or reward for such services otherwise than as an employee, and
you hold a valid practicing certificate issued pursuant to Rule 9 of the Malaysian
Institute of Accountants (Membership
and Council) Rules 2001; and

v) creating, operating or managing of legal entities or arrangements, and buying and selling of business entities.

(b) you act for or on behalf of your client
to provide the ‘relevant services’ as set
out in paragraph (a) or paragraph (b)
in Question 3,

ii) acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a director or secretary of
a company, a partner of a partnership
or a similar position in relation to other
legal entities;

you will be covered by the new requirements.
You are also covered by the new require-
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ments if you, as a member of the Institute,
act as a secretary of a company to provide
the ‘relevant services’ as set out in paragraph (b) in Question 3. This is because
the Invocation Order extends to include
persons who are prescribed pursuant to
Section 139A of the Companies Act 1965 to
act as company secretaries, as ‘reporting
institutions’ for the purposes of the First
Schedule of the AMLA. Members of the
Institute are prescribed persons who can act
as a company secretary pursuant to Section
139A of the Companies Act 1965.

(b) As a company secretary, you act for or
on behalf of your client, whether in
person or through a firm or company,
to prepare for or carry out the following activities for the client:
i) acting as a formation agent of legal entities;

iii) providing a registered office, business
address or accommodation, correspon-
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dence or administrative address for a
company, a partnership or any other legal entity or arrangement;
iv) acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a trustee of an express
trust; or
v) acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a nominee shareholder
for another person.
Please also refer to Appendix 1 in the
Guidance on Anti-Money Laundering.
Please note that if there are inconsistencies between the relevant ser vices described herein and in the Invocation Order,
the Invocation Order prevails. Members are
required to refer to the Invocation Order
once this has been duly gazetted.

5 I am a member of the Institute who

provides the ‘relevant services’ through
an audit firm. What are my obligations
under the AMLA?
Although audit services are not covered
under the new requirements, you will still
need to comply with the new obligations if you
provide the relevant services through your
audit firm. See answer to Question 4 above.
6 I am a member who is a director of a
private limited company that provides secretarial services to clients. I am the company secretary for these clients. Am I required to report suspicious transactions?
Yes, as you are a company secretary duly
prescribed pursuant to Section 139A of the
Companies Act 1965.

4 What do I need to do to comply with

the new requirements?
Firstly, you will have to report any suspicious transactions with effect from 30
September 2004.
You will also need to comply with the client due diligence requirements and record
keeping/retention requirements as well as
establish and implement internal policies,
procedures and compliance programmes
in accordance with the provisions in Part
IV of the AMLA with effect from 30 September 2005.
In order to comply with the requirement
to report suspicious transactions, it is recommended that the key elements of the
anti-money laundering framework that are
set out below are implemented within your
firm at this stage. Early implementation is
encouraged to guard against money laundering as well as to ensure compliance with
the other relevant requirements of the
AMLA once these are invoked. The key
elements are:
1 Internal Controls, Policies and Accountabilities;
2 Know Your Client;
3 Education and Training;
4 Monitoring and Detection;

7 My firm provides financial and book-

keeping services to clients who outsource
these functions to my firm. My partners and I
make recommendations to the Board of
Directors of these clients on how to organise
their financial affairs and handle the day-today accounting records of the clients. Does
my firm provide the ‘relevant services’?
If you in any way prepare for or carry
out the managing of your client’s bank accounts or the managing of your client’s

property or monies, you would be providing the relevant services.
The term ‘manage’ is defined in Black’s Law
Dictionary as ‘to control and direct, to administer, to take charge of. To conduct, to carry on
the concern of a business or establishment. Generally applied to affairs that are somewhat complicated and involve skill and judgment.’
Hence, if in the course of providing the
above services to your client, you exercise
control and direction or administer or take
charge of your client’s accounts, monies
and property, you would be providing the
relevant services.

Do I need to report any suspicions if I
8 not provide the ‘relevant services’?
do
If the services provided by you clearly
do not fall within the ambit of relevant services, you do not have any legal obligation
to report any suspicions.
However, you should take note that the
general provisions of the AMLA would continue to apply, with the attached risk of criminal prosecution and sanctions, criminal or
civil actions for confiscation or recovery of
funds, and the Institute’s investigation and/
or disciplinary processes, if you are involved
in any way with money launderers or terrorists, however unintentionally. AT

18th Annual General Meeting on
25 September 2004
The Institute’s 18th Annual General Meeting
will be held on Saturday, 25 September
2004 at 2.30 p.m. at the Nir wana
Ballroom 1 & 2, Lower Lobby, Mutiara Hotel,
Jalan Sultan Ismail, 50250 Kuala Lumpur.
The Provisional Notice of the 18th AGM
has been circulated to members.

Members can also download the 18th AGM
papers including the Council’s Guidelines
on proposed Motions and the minutes of
the 17th AGM from the Institute’s website
at www.mia.org.my.
The important dates pertaining to the
18th AGM are as follows:

Close of nominations of candidates for
election to the Council pursuant to
Section 8(1)(g) of the Accountants
Act 1967

on or before 5.00 pm on 20 August 2004

Close of Motions

on or before 5.00 pm on 10 September 2004

5 Reporting Obligations and Procedures;

Lodgment of Proxies

on or before 2.30 pm on 23 September 2004

6 Record Keeping; and

Lodgment of Ballot papers
(delivery or post)

on or before 2.30 pm on 24 September 2004

Lodgment of Ballot papers at
the AGM (in person)

on or before 2.30 pm on 25 September 2004

7 Compliance Programme.
Please refer to the Guidance on how you
can best implement these key elements.
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MIA-MIT Budget Hotline 2005

Talk on the Mesdaq Market

The Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA) in collaboration with the Malaysian Institute
of Taxation (MIT) will hold a
Budget Hotline 2005 to the public which is scheduled to be on
Saturday, 11 September 2004.
The hotline will be operating
from 9.00 a.m to 12.00 noon.
The hotline will be conducted
by a panel of tax consultants
drawn from the major account-

The MESDAQ Market was created on 18 March 2002 following
the merger between the then Malaysian Exchange of Securities
Dealing & Automated Quotation (MESDAQ) Berhad with the
Bursa Malaysia. It operates as a unique market with a separate
identity from the Bursa Malaysia Main and Second Board, catering specifically for the capital raising needs of technology or highgrowth potential companies.
As part of the efforts to further enhance awareness on the MESDAQ
Market, MIA and Bursa Malaysia is again jointly organising a talk on
the topics as mentioned below. We are fortunate to have Arulnathan,
Head of Issuer Marketing of Bursa Malaysia and a member of MIA,
Chen Voon Hann, Partner of Lim Chen & Co, to speak on the topics as
mentioned below. Details of the talk are as follows:

ing firms. The main purpose of
the above hotline is to provide
a convenient channel for the
public to seek advice from tax
experts on the implication of
any changes to the income tax
law affecting individuals and
businesses, investment incentives, impor t/expor t duties,
sales and service tax and other
pertinent issues. The number to
call is 03-2279 9254. AT

Audit and Liquidators Licence Interview
Scope of Questions by Bank Negara Malaysia
Members are hereby informed
that Bank Negara Malaysia
(BNM) has been appointed as
a member of the Inter view
Panel for Audit and Liquidator
Licences with effect from 17
August 2004. The following
are some of the topics that
would be addressed by BNM:
i) Banking and Financial Institution Act, 1989 (BAFIA)

ii)Insurance Act, 1996
Members intending to submit their application for the
audit or liquidator licence are
required to submit seven (7)
sets of Borang A and Borang
B and not five (5) as practised
previously to the Bahagian
Analisis Cukai with immediate
effect. Please be guided accordingly. AT

Nationwide Practitioners’ Briefings on the

New By-Law on Professional
Independence & Practitioners’ Dialogue
Members who wish to attend the
Practitioners’ Briefings on the
new By-Law on Professional Independence (see advertorial on
next page) are advised to register their participation at the respective locations, as soon as possible since space is limited. We
have had an over whelming
response for the first Briefing,
which was held on 7 July 2004 at
the Securities Commission as
well as for Seremban and Melaka,
and the numbers are ver y
positive for the other locations.
Members are reminded that
there will be a Practitioners’ Dialogue after the presentation on
the new By-Law on Professional
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Independence. For those locations which are scheduled in the
afternoon commencing at 2.30
p.m., the Practitioners’ Dialogue
will be held immediately after the
presentation on the new By-Law.
For Kuantan (11 August 2004)
and Sandakan (19 August 2004),
the Practitioners’ Briefing on the
new By-Law on Professional Independence will start at 9.00
a.m. and not at 10.00 a.m. as
originally advertised. The Practitioners’ Dialogue at these two
venues will be held just after the
presentation on the new By-Law.
An additional briefing will be
held in Labuan on 14 September
2004 at 2.30 p.m. AT

Date

Thursday, 2 September 2004

Venue Bursa Malaysia Theatrette, Lower Ground Floor
To register, please contact Tarana at 03-2279 9200 Ext. 226 or e-mail at
tarana@mia.org.my by Friday, 27 August 2004. Admission is free. AT

Change of Names of the Companies
Within the Bursa Malaysia Group
Change of Name
As announced in April 2004,
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
Berhad and Malaysia Securities
Exchange Berhad have undergone a change of names and are
now known as Bursa Malaysia
Berhad and Bursa Malaysia
Securities Berhad respectively.
In line with this change, the Listing Requirements of Malaysia
Securities Exchange Berhad are
now known as the Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad.

Amendments to the Listing
Requirements
Pursuant to Section 9 of the
Securities Industry Act, 1983,
the relevant provisions in the
Listing Requirements for the
Main Board and Second Board
and the Listing Requirements
for the MESDAQ Market have
been duly amended to reflect
the change to the names of the
relevant companies within the
Bursa Malaysia Group.
Please take note that the
amendments arising from the

consequential change of
names for the companies
within Bursa Malaysia Group
are available for reference on
the Bursa Malaysia’s website
at www.bursamalaysia.com.

Ancillary Matters
1 All correspondences, including submissions and applications, should now be addressed to Bursa Malaysia
Securities Berhad.
2 Pursuant to the amended
paragraph 1.4 of Practice Note
No. 5/2001 and paragraph 9.4 of
Guidance Notes No. 9, the Mandatory Accreditation Programme
(MAP) shall be organised by the
Approved Organiser.
The Approved Organiser is
currently Bursa Malaysia
Training Sdn. Bhd. and following are their contact particulars:
1st Floor, KLSE Annexe
Exchange Square
Bukit Kewangan
50200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2026 7099 Ext: 2232
Fax: 03-2026 3701
Please be guided accordingly. AT
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Notice to Members

Forum on International Education Standards
for Professional Accountants
9 September 2004, Istana Hotel, Kuala Lumpur
Professional accountants play a
vital role in any economy. Investors, creditors, employers as well
as Government and the public
rely on professional accountants
for sound financial accounting
and reporting, effective financial
management and competent advise on a variety of business matters. This reliance imposes a
public interest responsibility on
professional accountants and
two attributes are vital to carry
out this responsibility effectively
— competence and integrity.
Accounting education provides
a foundation upon which prospective and experienced professional
accountants develop their competence and inculcate integrity. To
ensure quality and consistency in
the standards of accounting education across the world, the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) Education Committee has developed a set of International Education Standards for
Professional Accountants (IES).
These standards prescribe the
essential elements of education to
become a professional accountant and the continuing education
and development requirements
that qualified professional accountants are expected to meet
so as to maintain professional
competence.
These International Education Standards for Professional
Accountants include:
 IES 1: Entry Requirements that
prescribes the requirements of
candidates beginning the qualifying process for becoming a
professional accountant.
 IES 2: Content of Professional
Accounting Education Programs
that prescribes the professional
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education required to qualify as
a professional accountant.
 IES 3: Professional Skills prescribes the personal and professional skills candidates must
have to qualify as professional
accountants.
 IES 4: Professional Values, Ethics and Attitude prescribes the
professional values and ethics
that professional accountants
need to acquire during their
programs of education and
practical experience.
 IES 5: Practical Experience Requirements prescribes the practical experience and training IFAC
member bodies should require
their members to obtain to qualify
as professional accountants.
 IES 6: Assessment of Professional Capabilities and Competence prescribes the requirement for a process of assessment of a candidate’s professional competence before admission to the profession.
 IES 7: Continuing Professional
Development of Professional
Competence prescribes that
compliance with continuing
professional development requirements is mandator y for
continuing membership with a
member body of IFAC.
IFAC, its member bodies and
those involved in accounting education must support and adopt
these standards to create a group
of competent professional accountants, if we are to continue
to be advisors of the first choice
to the global economy.
This Forum on International
Education Standards for Professional Accountants is organised
with the objective of creating
awareness of the requirements

of IES 1 to IES 6 and how the
Standards form a fundamental
framework for achieving quality
and consistency in accounting
education worldwide. These
IES establish global benchmarks for pre-qualification for
professional accountants.
The Forum will also serve as
an ideal platform for the ex-

change of views and assessment of Malaysia’s current accounting education curriculum
in the context of globalisation
of accounting education.
The world undoubtedly is experiencing significant change
in the way business is conducted. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government, institutions of higher education and
professional bodies work together to ensure that the quality and standards of accounting
education in Malaysia meet global benchmarks. AT

Your Investment
Registration Fee RM350.00 per participant inclusive of lunch,
refreshments and Forum Materials.

Forum on International Education Standards for
Professional Accountants
Name:
Designation:

Membership No:

Sponsored by:
Designation:

Membership No:

Organisation:
Contact Person:
Address:
Tel:

Fax:

e-mail:

Company Stamp & Signature

Payment by Credit Card
I authorise payment of RM
VISA

by (tick whichever is applicable)

MASTER

Credit Card No
Name of Cardholder (please print)
Credit Card expiry date

Signature

8 CPE
HOURS

*Fee is to be made to Malaysian Institute of Accountants

For enquiries, please contact:

MIA

MICPA

Wan Norehan Wan Ahmad
Tel: 03-2279 9200 Fax: 03-2274 1783
e-mail: examination@mia.org.my

Vinitha Guptan
Tel: 03-2698 9622 Fax: 03-2698 9403
e-mail: micpa@micpa.com.my

Malaysian Institute of Accountants
Dewan Akauntan
No. 2, Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur

Malaysian Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
No. 15, Jalan Medan Tuanku
50300 Kuala Lumpur
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MONEY TREE

financial planning

Physicists love the word ‘entropy’. It refers to the tendency every natural system
has to move from a state of order to that of maximum chaos. Entropy explains
why astronomers believe the universe appears to be heading toward a final ‘heat
death’ countless billions of years from now. Entropy can also be used to
rationalise why your clients’ accounts sometimes refuse to balance; and why your
teenager’s bedroom might look like a concussion grenade just went off in it.
Not surprisingly, entropy also works in our financial lives. This regular
feature represents Accountants Today’s serious bid to educate all Malaysians
on the need for wise adherence to sensible financial planning principles and
strategies. Each accountant is a centre of influence — in your office, to your
colleagues and clients; and in your home, to your family. Money Tree is thus
designed to help you learn and then teach — in steps — all that is important
in crafting a life of financial abundance, bounty and contentment.

cial to future success.
Let me explain why that is true for me. (As
you read my explanation, put yourself in my
shoes and try to figure out what changes you
might need to implement in your professional
and personal life to ensure a better future.)
Because financial planning is defined by
the Certified Financial Planner Board of
Standards as ‘the process of meeting your
life goals through the proper management
of your finances’, I’ve long accepted as clients only those who see eye-to-eye with me
concerning the three key principles my
practice is built on. Those key principles are:
1 Delayed gratification;
2 Diversification; and
3 Buy low, sell high.
So, tell me, what financial principles do
you believe in? If you are able to verbalise

Eternal Principles
and Good Habits
By Rajen Devadason

“I have nothing to
lose in trying out
William James’s
four-step process, and
everything to gain!”

THE ABCs
of Habit
Reengineering
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trategies change with the seasons, but principles are eternal.
Over many years of experience,
study and consulting, I’ve come
to realise I cannot be all things to all clients. So, I’ve stopped trying! Instead, I have
opted for the more sensible route of being
reasonably — though not excessively —
focused when it comes to accepting new
financial planning engagements.
Ever y financial planner you meet will
have a different set of criteria that is used
to guide him or her in selecting appropriate clients. Of course, this presupposes the
planner is successful enough to justify being discerning in this matter.
The truth is that for those who are just
beginning in the profession, the main criterion may well be, “Is this person able to
fog a mirror?” (Translation: “If he breathes,
I’ll accept him!”)
In this regard, financial planners are
similar to accountants, doctors and lawyers
in practice; the luxury of being selective
about your clientele is often tied to how
successful the practice is.
But assuming some level of practice success has already been achieved, then intelligent, focused selectivity becomes cru-

two, three or four such principles without
hesitation, it is likely you have spent the
requisite time to detect and formulate your
deepest thoughts on the matter.
If so, that puts you in a wonderful minority,
a select group of people who know what they
stand for, where they want to go, and who are
willing to pay the price of not compromising
their principles, as they slowly move toward
their financial destination, which is the ultimate realisation of their life goals.
For the majority who are as yet unable
to quickly verbalise principles that matter
to them, I spent time writing, crafting and
honing an extensive list of possible principles. The list contains 26 basic life and
money principles, including:
 Align your values to your goals;
 Buy low and sell high;
 Financial Freedom is worth shooting for;
 Invest cautiously, ceaselessly, cleverly;
 Maintain a rock-solid, diamond-hard
emergency buffer account; and
 Spend less than you earn. Aim to save
and invest half of what you bring home
each month.
(You are welcome to download the full list
for FREE from my site, www.RajenDevadason.com. Just scroll to the bottom of the
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main page and click on the icon entitled,
Rajen’s 1-page A-Z Guide to Crafting a GREAT
LIFE! Once you’ve downloaded and printed
it, read it several times, and then identify the
four principles you best resonate with.)
How can a simple process of deciding
upon a guiding principle make such a massive, positive difference in our lives?
Instead of boring you with a long discourse
on the matter, let me explain by way of example. Join me as we take a closer look at
the last principle I listed above — Spend less
than you earn. Aim to save and invest
half of what you bring home each month.
Every time I mention this particular principle in seminar and conference settings,
I’m greeted by looks of shock and incredulity from many members of the audience.
Frankly, I have never claimed doing so
is easy, but I believe if you are intent on
helping yourself succeed financially over
the long haul, then you will consider incorporating this principle into your life.
How? Well, to begin with, I urge you to scrutinise your current expenditure patterns and
work out a practical budget that will allow you
to initially save and invest at least 10 per cent,
hopefully, of your take-home income.
By the way, if it turns out 10 per cent is
too ambitious a target for you, then start
at whatever fixed percentage is practical
for your circumstances, perhaps five per
cent or three per cent or even one per cent!
The key is to just begin by folding that assumption into your budget.
Then, every few months, I urge you to
ratchet up that percentage in stages until
you reach the target level of 50 per cent.
Even if it takes you a decade or longer to
get to that stage, it’ll be worth it for the
money you would have saved and invested
and, more impor tantly, the person you
would have become by then!
And, even if you never quite reach that
target, you will still end up way ahead of
most other people who have bought into
the fallacy that saving a mere 10 per cent
of our pre-tax income is sufficient to guarantee long-term financial success. It isn’t.
I know my ‘save half’ target seems outrageously high and unrealistic, but many
Malaysians don’t seem to realise we’re all
riding a high-speed economic bullet train
that will one day hit a sharp bend, too fast.
The derailment will be horrible and the casualties among the unprepared enormous.
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(It is conceivable this disaster will be triggered on a global scale by the US hitting
its own sharp bend well ahead of us.)
So, in my opinion, the best way to attempt to avert such a disaster befalling our
family and ourselves (or more realistically
to insulate ourselves) is to take powerful,
proactive charge of our financial thoughts,
financial actions, financial habits, total character, and holistic destiny.
If you look at the five ‘links’ in that human development chain, running from
thoughts that lead to actions that develop
habits that forge our character that result
in our destiny, you will notice the middle
link is our set of financial habits.
So, how would you describe your habits? Largely good, predominantly bad, or
generally neutral?
I suggest you be honest with, and tough
on, yourself. As Nathaniel Emmons once
wrote, “Habit is either the best of servants
or the worst of masters.” It therefore makes
sense to ditch bad financial habits that
threaten to master us in favour of good financial habits that will serve us well.
Unfortunately, changing habits is never
easy. Nonetheless, the rewards can be out
of proportion to the effort we invest. And
that’s true even if the initial effort seems
gargantuan! Herbert Kaufman said, “Failure is only postponed success as long as courage coaches ambition. The habit of persistence is the habit of victory.”
So, even though it may be tough to
change our habits, I believe it is worth attempting. Toward that end, I believe four
specific pointers will be of use to you. According to Charles R. Hobbs in Time Power
(1987; publisher HarperPerennial), philosopher and psychologist William James once
indicated four ways to alter our habits:
1 Do not hesitate — seize the earliest opportunity to act on each new resolution;
2 Set about accomplishing your goal with
the strongest possible initiative;
3 Pursue your goals daily; and
4 Never suffer (allow) an exception to
take place.
If a bad habit you are struggling with now
involves overspending, then from a financial
planning perspective, at least, I suggest the
best course of action is for you to decide to
replace that bad habit of unfettered expenditure with the good one of intelligent, budget-

determined spending. Your goal should be to
eventually spend less than you earn, save and
invest the difference, and do it for a long time.
I apologise for the sheer plainness of that
formula. There is not even a hint of the exotic in it, which is boring in its simplicity.
But, as Owen Feltham once put it, “The
greatest results in life are usually attained
by simple means and the exercise of ordinary
qualities. These may for the most part be
summed up in these two (qualities) — common-sense and perseverance.”
The most practical way I know to indelibly imprint a new habit pattern over an old
one is to schedule the associated actions
in my diary and then to act in a manner
consistent with the good, new habit every
day for the next six weeks.
For instance, let’s say you’ve been saving
RM300 a month for the last few years, but
you decide you want to replace that
unchallenging habit with a more exciting
one, say, saving RM900 each month. If we
look at William James’s advice, we see that
his third and fourth steps suggest taking
daily action, with no exceptions allowed.
Since RM900 a month works out to RM30 a
day, this is how I would suggest you proceed:
For the 42 days or six weeks during
which you will be focused on changing a
‘bad’ habit of lacklustre, unchallenging saving to a ‘good’ one of aggressive, challenging saving, take RM30 out of your wallet
each morning and stick it in a colourful
envelope you’ve prepared for this purpose.
See if you can reach the end of day 1, then
2, then 7, then 30, and finally 42, without skipping a day. If you succeed, you will have rewired your brain to save aggressively. Should
you stumble and falter, then it is imperative
you begin all over again from Day 1!
Your goal must be to follow William
James’s four-step process of habit overhauling precisely. Nobody said it would be
easy, but trust me when I tell you this formula for habit reengineering works. Try
it; what have you got to lose? AT
Rajen Devadason, a certified financial planner, is
a speaker, author and independent consultant. He
is CEO of a corporate mentoring consultancy, RD
WealthCreation Sdn Bhd, which helps companies
increase profits by teaching their best people how
to enhance their personal effectiveness. His internationally read, free electronic magazine GET
BETTER can be subscribed to at no cost at
www.RajenDevadason.com. Rajen welcomes
feedback at rajen@RajenDevadason.com.
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BOOK REVIEW

101 MARKETING STRATEGIES
for Accounting, Law, Consulting,
and Professional Services Firms
by Troy Waugh

THE GLOBAL NEGOTIATOR
Making, Managing and Mending
Deals Around the World in the
Twenty-First Century
By Jeswald W. Salacuse

professional.

Publisher: John Wiley
Pages: 266
If you’re looking for something
deep and profound on marketing, this may not be what you
are looking out for. However, if
you want a companion for
quick insights into marketing,
then do check out 101
Marketing Strategies for Accounting, Law, Consulting, and
Professional Services Firms.
The author, Troy Waugh, is
said to be a leading author,
speaker and consultant to the
accounting industry. He is also
author of another book, Power
Up Your Profits.
In this book, the author provides quick takes on 101 areas
— hence the title — of marketing. Most topics are wrapped
up in two-page articles.
This book, addressed to senior associates and partners of
accounting, law, consulting,
and other professional business services, describes selling
as a process. It covers three
levels of the selling process:
1 The development of the relationship;
2 The buying process of the
client; and
3 The selling process of the
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What’s covered? You have
topics like Are
You the Rainmaker? Turning Prospects
Into Clients,
The Seven Deadly Sins of Prospecting, Too Busy To Grow? and
Reaching Decision-Makers?
What’s this about the rainmaker? The author quotes a
study by the Harvard Business
School which says the best
rainmakers in professional
firms have certain characteristics, most of which comes from
learning and not genetics.
“If you are willing to study,
practice, and focus on improving your selling performance,
you can be a rainmaker,” he
writes.
Under the topic Reaching
Decision-Makers, the author
throws a couple of tips. As experienced professionals, some
may be familiar to you. No
harm in revising what we know.
He places emphasis on the importance of warm calls. This is
by being introduced to the
target by someone who is
already known to him
“When making a first contact, the openness of the prospect will be improved if you are
able to make a warm contact,”
he writes.
If you are into marketing — in
today’s business, who isn’t? —
then this book will surely have a
nugget or two for you. AT

Publisher:
Palgrave Macmillan
Pages: 312
“Learning the different ways of
dealing with people with different countries is a huge challenge. The little things can make
a difference, a big difference!”
says a jet-setting executive.
The global nature of today’s
business world demands that
we know how things are done
beyond our borders. No longer
should someone be satisfied
understanding and mastering
the art of negotiation locally.
On top of that, accounting
folks are also exposed to working with people from different
countries in cross border negotiations. If you are one of them,
then this book, The Global Negotiator: Making, Managing
and Mending Deals Around the
World in the Twenty-First Century, may be of some help.
The book aims to equip business executives and professionals on the know-how to navigate the various stages of a negotiation. You have the deal
making, deal managing and, finally, deal mending. The book

is structured into three parts,
accordingly.
In ‘Global Deal Making’,
readers get to understand the
challenges and solutions to negotiating international business transactions.
Here, the author lays out the
seven rules for creating the
foundation for a relationship.
They are: Use pre-negotiation
fully and effectively, recognise
that a long-term business deal
is a continuing negotiation, consider a role for mediation or conciliation in the deal, agree on
regular meetings and contacts
during the transaction, be specific about your interests both
inside and outside of the transaction and encourage the other
side to do the same, each side
should inform the other of its
organisational culture, and, finally, carefully define together
how the deal will be executed.
As a general rule when approaching an international business negotiation, the author argues that joint problem solving
is more likely to yield better results than viewing it as a winlose exercise in compromises.
If negotiation is not your
daily chore, then you will
benefit from the 4-page
‘checklist’ embedded at the end
of the book.
For example, under environment, the checklist reminds
you to check what language
will be used during the negotiation and whether an interpreter will be involved.
This is certainly a handy reference book for busy executives
handling cross-border deals. AT
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B E T T E R L I F E health
What is Jet Lag?

Dealing with

Jet Lag

By Christina T. Chew

Do you arrive at your destination after a long haul flight feeling
totally exhausted, disorientated, grumpy as well as aching all
over? Do you spend the next day of your holiday or at work
feeling like a walking ‘zombie?’ Most probably you are suffering from jet lag! Read on and find out more about how you can
help prevent as well as deal with this common travel problem.

Jet Lag is a disruption of the body’s biological clock, which happens when you
travel rapidly through several time zones.
Generally, the more time zones you cross,
the more you will be affected by jet lag. Jet
lag can affect both mental and physical
performance. Jet lag usually occurs when
you have a time change of at least three to
four hours. For every time zone that you
pass through it takes about one day to recover. As you grow older you may experience jet lag more frequently. Travelling
east may cause problems with jet lag rather
than travelling west. If you suffer from
other health problems as well, these may
contribute to jet lag.
Before travelling, it is good to plan ahead
in order to try to prevent jet lag.

Symptoms of Jet Lag








Fatigue and lethargy.
Irritability, feeling jumpy and nervous.
Confusion.
Insomnia (unable to sleep).
Stiffness all over the body.
Headache.
Difficulty in concentrating and making
decisions.
 Loss of appetite.
 Minor problems with coordination.

Suggestions to help prevent Jet Lag
(before you travel)
Feast and Fast Programme
1 Write down when breakfast time is at
your destination on the day of arrival.
2 Start the programme three days before
your departure day.
3 Day One: Feast — Eat a high-protein
breakfast and lunch. Have a high carbohydrate dinner. Do not drink coffee
except between 2 and 5 p.m.
Day Two: Fast — On light meals of light
soups, salads, juices and fruits. Do not
drink coffee except between 3 and 5 p.m.
Day Three: Feast — as day one
Day Four: Departure Day — Fast.
If you drink beverages containing caffeine, drink as follows:
Travelling west — Fast only half a day.
Drink beverages containing caffeine
only in the morning.
Travelling east — Drink (beverages
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containing caffeine) between 6 and 11
p.m. only.

Break final fast at destination at
breakfast time
 Drink no alcohol on the plane.
 If you are on a long flight, sleep until normal breakfast time at destination. Do not
sleep any later.
 Feast on a high protein breakfast.
 Stay awake and active for the whole day
if you can.
 Continue to eat meals according to meal
times at destination.

Reasons why ‘Feast and Fast’
Feast — High protein breakfasts and
lunches stimulate the body’s active cycle.
High protein breakfast suggestions are
eggs, steak, and high protein cereals.
High carbohydrate dinners stimulate
sleep. Some examples of high carbohydrate foods are pastas, potatoes (sweet
potatoes, yams), rice, glutinous rice, sweet
desserts (sago, red bean soup, black sweet
rice). No meat to be included.

Fast — Fasting helps to break down and
decrease the liver’s store of carbohydrates.
Fasting also helps to prepare the body’s
clock for resetting. Some examples of
foods for fast days are: fruit, fruit juices,
light soups, salads (very little dressing),
plain toast (sliced thin). Calories must be
kept to a minimum.
Note: This diet was set up by Dr. Charles F. Ehret
of the Argonne National Laboratory, one of the
US Department of Energy’s major centres of research in energy and the fundamental sciences
in the Division of Biological and Medical Research. It was originally set up as an Anti Jet
Lag diet to help travellers adjust to new time
zones. It has also proved useful for the adjustment of shift workers who work rotating hours.

Tips to help prevent Jet Lag
1 Avoid dehydration before, during and
after the flight by drinking plenty of water.
2 If your flight is very long, plan a stopover.
3 Try to organise your trip by preparing
slowly. Plan ahead so that you are not
too stressed when leaving.
4 If possible arrange your flight booking
so that you will arrive at night.
5 If possible, try the diet advised above.
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6 Have a good night’s sleep before you fly.
7 Don’t take naps for more than one hour
at a time while on the plane. Otherwise,
napping will delay your time adjustment when you arrive.
8 During mealtimes, when flying, consume light meals only. You may even
like to bring your own food along. However, the catering on flights is very good.
Most airlines cater for special meals e.g.
Diabetic, Vegetarian, Light, Halal etc.
9 Take your routine medications at the
same time you would at home or adjust the dosage to suit the local time at
arrival.
10 Avoid coffee and alcohol. Drink water
and fruit juices frequently.
11 Do not take unnecessary medication.
Your family physician may prescribe a
sleeping pill for you if required.
12 Melatonin may be useful before, during and after your trip.
13 Wear clothes that are loose fitting and
comfortable when flying. Make sure that
your shoes are not new or tied too tightly.
14 Ear plugs and an eye mask may also
be helpful when trying to sleep.
15 Try to get out into the sun when you
arrive at your destination during the
day. The rays of the sun will help to
keep you in a state of ‘awakeness’
16 If you are used to exercising, continue
exercising when you arrive. Exercise
is good because it will keep you alert

during the day. After a workout your
body will be tired and you will be able
to sleep more quickly.
17 Take time and do some exercise while
on the plane. Walking helps to prevent
blood clots, which result from the blood
stagnating in the veins, and also helps
prevent swelling of the feet and legs.
Do some stretching exercises while sitting in your chair for 10 to 15 minutes
every two hours or so.
Follow the above suggestions as these will
help you to have a good trip, resulting in feeling rested and fresh on arrival, ready for the
job or holiday ahead! May you have a ‘Happy,
Healthy Holiday!’ AT
The writer can be contacted at christina@
prohighway.com

Brief profile on
prohighwayhealthcare
ProHighway Healthcare Sdn Bhd provides
health information to the public through its
URL: www.prohighwayhealthcare.com
Such information includes useful health
tips that range from baby to elderly health as
well as information on diseases, drugs, statistics and treatment contributed by various
national organisations such as the National
Cancer Society and Malaysian Aids Council.
Linkages with various other websites also
provide wider and more comprehensive content. Other community services in the URL are:
1 Ask Dr Bella. A question & answer column where the public can ask our team
of medical specialists’ health questions.
2 E-Family Counselling. Focus on family
counselling.
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B E T T E R L I F E management

Going with your

Gut
Instinct
By Donald Appleby

Intuition
It is an available tool that, if nurtured,
can help us boost sales, close deals, make
better hires, make smarter investments
and improve our growth-oriented decisions. And it’s a tool we all have — studies
have shown that decision-makers in a
range of fields use intuitive techniques
more than 90 per cent of the time. Yet many
of us ignore our gut-level impressions. We
hire the person with the impressive resume, despite the unexplainable ‘feeling’
that it won’t work out.
We form par tnerships, merge businesses and take on clients because rationally and analytically it appears to be the
right thing to do, even though our skin is
crawling with anxiety. Intuition works best
when used in conjunction with our rational and emotional reasoning. By trusting
our gut instincts we have a competitive
edge that aids us in every decision.

Solutions

There are some who consider
intuition as something trivial
and just another old wives’
tale. Then there are those
who use intuition to guide
important decisions and even
to win over big clients. Which
camp would you rather be
in?
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Intuition is working all the time. All we
need to do is pay attention and learn how
to tap into it. Before making any decision,
take a minute to form a specific question
such as: Is this partnership going to be productive? Or, is this person going to work
well in this office? Then slow down, and
pay attention to the images and feelings
you get. This is your intuition working to
provide you with the information you need
to make the best decisions.

Methods of developing and using
intuition for decision-making
Confidence in one’s intuition is especially
important when a decision must be made
under time pressure without necessary facts.

How can a manager gain that confidence?
Know you have it. Simply by accepting
intuition as a legitimate decision-making
tool, you will open your mind to the possibilities it offers.

Ask questions
What information do you need to know?
Be specific: Should I hire this person for
this job? Will I have a productive and enjoyable relationship with this client? You
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start the intuitive process by making requests of your mind. When a decision is
needed, first get all the available pertinent
facts. Determine what results are most
important, identify options and make a best
guess regarding the outcome of applying
each option. Intuition is important, but it
needs facts to work from, just like the rational mind.

Slow down
Pause before answering the questions
posed to you. Take a breath. Reflect on the
question and be aware of any impressions
you receive before answering. Flashes of
intuition are immediate. If time permits,
step back. Experts almost all agree that
working harder and focusing more tightly
on a problem inhibits intuition.
If possible, do unrelated work for a while;
the mind that is no longer focused on a
problem is likely to use new combinations
of concepts and options to arrive at a new
conclusion. Some experts advise periods
of meditation and reflection to allow creative incubation of information to reach the
best decision.

Pay attention to physical feelings
Is your hair standing up on end? Do you
have a sour taste in your mouth? Physical
signals are clues that provide you with decision-making information. Often an uncomfortable feeling later translates into a
negative or unpleasant situation. A warm
or energetic feeling usually indicates a positive outcome.

basis for creative and innovative programs
and products.

Practice
Star t with small decisions, and then
evaluate the outcome. Practice will
strengthen your intuitive sense, and outcomes will indicate whether you should
or should not use your intuition to help
with larger decisions.

Check it out
Compare your intuitive impressions with
the rational and analytical data. Used in
isolation, any one of these decision-making methods is not as effective. If your intuition is telling you to move ahead and the
data suggests you shouldn’t, the best answer may be to wait.

Remain neutral and open
Consider all the information without
bias, ego or desire, which can cause you
to falsely interpret any intuitive feelings
you may have.

Give thanks
While this seems corny, it helps to reinforce your mind’s good behaviour. When
you receive information that aids you in
your decision, appreciate it.

Foster creative thinking
Initially, consider all possibilities, and
evaluate the impressions and ideas of your
staff without a limiting view. At first, some
of the best ideas won’t seem to make sense.
When encouraged, these off-the-wall notions are often intuitive insights and the
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IT CAN WORK FOR YOU TOO!
When Will and Suzi Helmlinger, owners
of The Resource Development Group, a
coaching and business development firm
in Portland, Oregon, decided to relocate
their office, it took more than a real estate agent and a listing of available spaces
to find the right building.
“We wanted a place that felt good to
be in. A place that people would be
drawn to,” Suzi Helmlinger said. Instead of limiting their search to statistical details like square footage, location and cost, the Helmlingers also
evaluated how they “felt” while in the
elevator on the property. They consid-

ered the impressions they received
while looking at each office and when
talking with others in the building.
Suzi says she often feels a physical vibration — a boost of energy — that accompanies the best option in any decision. After comparing her feelings with
the analytical information, the two chose
a space in downtown Portland. In one
year, their business tripled, a fact Suzi
attributes partially to their office space
and her use of intuition in that and other
business-related decisions. What do
their clients think? They have all commented about how good they feel when
working in the new building.
Each morning, take a couple of minutes
to jot down your impressions of the moment
or the day ahead. Record sounds, feelings,
words or pictures that seem to pop into your
mind, whether they make sense or not.
Look at those impressions at the end of the
day and compare them to what actually occurred. Practice will strengthen your intuitive sense. The more you use it, the better
you can get at knowing when to trust your
intuition. Before meeting with a new or potentially difficult client, consider what information you already know and what things
will make the meeting go smoothly. Compare that information to what actually occurs during the meeting. If you have no
desire to use intuition, seek out and hire
managers who do, so intuition will not be a
missing element in executive decisions. AT
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T R A V E L & L E I S U R E new zealand

Water Adventure
Tired of the idiot box, Anis Ramli traversed the
waters of New Zealand’s South Island and
styled her own National Geographic adventure.

T

he chalkboard on the wall gave
the exact weather conditions
for the morning’s whale-watching drive. It read “Choppy waters. May induce seasickness in some.”
Running across the same wall to the board’s
left and right was a plethora of snapshots in
all possible angles of the sea’s star residents:
Sperm whales, Humpback whales, Orcas,
Hector’s dolphins, and Husky dolphins. My
Kaikoura
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stomach began to lurch in its first unmistakable sign of apprehension. As much as
I’d like to get up close and personal with
the ocean’s celebrated denizens, getting
seasick in the process was certainly not part
of the bargain. My impending water adventure, it seemed, needed to take a backseat
for the time being. After all, I get nauseous
even by the mere rocking of a moored boat.
But my biggest disappointment was missing out on seeing
the Whale Watch
company at work.
Here in Kaikoura, a
peninsula just a twohour drive away
from Christchurch,
Whale Watch is as
acclaimed as the
mammoth mammals they track. It’s

the first Maori-owned whale-watching enterprise in the world. Set up during the economic downturn of 1987, it became a sort
of salvation house for troubled Maori youths
that until that time, had strained relations
with Kaikoura residents. Today, Whale
Watch remains the single largest employer
in Kaikoura. The company’s dividends
continue to provide education and training
for both Maori adults and the young.
This morning’s choppy waters, apparently,
was just bad luck. “You’d normally get okay
waters this time of the year,” one Whale
Watch staff smiled to me apologetically. “But
if you really think you’ll be in trouble, I suggest you see the whales from the air.”
Kaikoura, it seems, has a plan for all nature’s
predicaments. With waters so rich in nutrients, it’s become the playground for some of
the ocean’s most magnificent creatures and
a magnate for eco-tourists. The residents
number just under 4,000 with 1,200 houses,
but each year, Kaikoura plays host to about
1.2 million visitors that often come to watch
the whales and its other diverse wildlife.
Wings Over Whales was the company I
chose to take me to the whales without
having to endure any frantic rocking mo-
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tion. The mode of transport was a six-seater
plane that took off from a very quaint airstrip marked by a log cabin.
Five minutes into the 30-minute trip, the
pilot communicated our first Sperm whale
sighting. But instead of one, we saw three
Sperm whales blowing at the surface of the
water. “Coming up from a dive, Sperm whales
spend 10 minutes or more clearing the lungs,
blowing a breath in and out every 12 seconds,” my pilot explains. “They do this to get
rid of old carbon dioxide from the last dive
before loading up with fresh oxygen. They
have to store a lot of oxygen because they’ll
be holding their breaths for the next 45 to 60
minutes.” So for the next few minutes or so,
the plane circled the three targets, looking
for the telltale sign that would indicate that
the whales were ready for the next deep dive.
“You can usually tell by the way she takes
one or two shallow dives first. Then it’s straight
down to her hunting grounds, about 1,000
metres below.” And just as the last words were
spoken, one of the three whales began to take
two huge gulps of air, pointed her head down,
and raised her flukes out of the water to dive.
It was all over within seconds, but we were
lucky to spot five more whales in the next 20
minutes. “You can’t really predict nature,” my
pilot said again, “so you must consider yourself lucky to see eight whales at one go. Sometimes, it can take a while to spot them. Other
times you get to see just one or two.”
Her words were still ringing in my ears

when I decided to do the next water adventure: swimming in the wild with the
world’s smallest and rarest dolphins, the
Hector’s Dolphin. This time, I headed to
Akaroa, a 90-minute jour ney from
Christchurch through wine valleys and lavender fields. I decided to brave the waters
(both temperature and condition) seeing
at how calm the sea was that morning, and
was basically persuaded by the folks running Swimming with the Dolphins.
The company is part of The Black Cat
Group and contributes NZ$50,000 annually
to its Environment and Community fund.
Swimming with the dolphins is allowed
only through a “soft encounter”, a technique that allows the dolphin to approach
the swimmer rather then the reverse.
Chasing it is totally prohibited.
In a wet suit ready to jump into the icy cold
waters, my guide’s advice was: “Make a lot
of noise. The dolphins really enjoy that and
you’ll have them around you for longer.” One
guy started singing She Bangs. Another began clapping underwater. I was trying to control my chattering
teeth and get used to
the very, very cold
water. But sure
enough, soon after
we created the
ruckus, two dolphins
decided to say hello.
But just as easily as

they appeared, they began to disappear. Before we could ask what the matter was, our
guide was shouting at us to get out of the
waters. “I’m not kidding guys — there’s a
whale in the water and you need to get out
quick!”
We all scrambled as fast as we could back
to the boat, but managed to catch a glimpse
of the back of a Humpback whale before it
began to swim away. Because a Humpback
creates a powerful suction when it dives, a
swimmer can easily be pulled by the suction and drown; as Humpbacks can dive up
to 100 meters in just 10 minutes! My guide
told me that for all his 30 years living in
Akaroa, he has only seen a Humpback three
times in his life. We were really very lucky.
And this Humpback wasn’t done with us
just yet. Considered one of the most acrobatic whales, ours decided to give a breaching demonstration. It leapt from the water,
belly up, arched backwards, then plunged
spectacularly back into the water on its
side. It was the ultimate Nat Geo moment.
And I had front seat. AT
Hector’s Dolphin

Akaroa

FAST FACTS
Getting there: Malaysia Airlines flies
ever yday to Auckland. Connecting
flight options to Christchurch (flying
time: 1 hour) are plenty.

Before you go: Do your homework with
Tourism New Zealand for the best whaleand dolphin-watching options. They can
also suggest itineraries for you.
Best time to go: Sperm whale and
Hector’s Dolphins (all year round),
Humpback whales (June & July), Orcas
(summer months).
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INSTITUTE NEWS

Cheque and
Document Fraud
Those wanting to learn more
about cheque and document
fraud attended a seminar
organised by the Institute’s
CPE Department on 30 June
2004. Approximately 60 people
from dif ferent backgrounds,
from various organisations attended the talk which was held
at the Grand Plaza Park Royal
in Kuala Lumpur.
The workshop looked at two
common types of fraud i.e.
documents and cheques. The
areas covered during the seminar included signature forgery
methods, detection of document fraudulence techniques
and vigilance measures of such
fraud avoidance.
There are risks in the usage

of cheques and par ticipants
were alerted to look at cheque
fraud in respect of clone
cheques, stolen, altered and
forged cheques and other fraud
techniques such as the switching of cheques.
The talk was conducted by
principal Consultant of WAY
Training & Consultancy, William Leong, an ex-banker with
21 years experience in local
and foreign banks. Leong is a
Fellow Member of the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (ACCA), holds a
professional qualification
from the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA) and is a
member of MIA. AT

Interesting points being shared

Leong addresses the participants

Pointers on
Debt Recovery at
Insightful Seminar
A seminar titled Debt Recovery:
An Understanding of Litigation,
Enforcement & Winding-Up
Procedures was held from 8 to
9 June 2004 at Istana Hotel,
Kuala Lumpur. The seminar
saw the participation of 34 delegates.
The seminar was presented
by Alex Chang, a law graduate
from Queen Mar y’s College,
London, who is a contributor of
the Malaysian Cour t Forms
and the Advisory Editor for the
Companies Winding-Up Handbook.
The main objective of the
two-day course was to find out
how to receive faster “Ac-
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Chang
imparts
insightful
tips

counts Receivable” by understanding the various legal avenues and proceedings. Chang
also briefly discussed the
structure of the courts in Malaysia, introduced the companies winding-up petitions and
shared with participants winding-up procedures and many
court cases. AT

Participants paying full attention during the seminar
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Sabah Successful MIA-IRB

Workshop
The Sabah Branch successfully
concluded a joint MIA-IRB
workshop on Filing Borang B
2004 in Kota Kinabalu. A total
of 131 participants who were
mainly members and staff from
member firms learnt how to fill
the form correctly. Ten IRB
staff also attended the workshop. Working together with
IRB for the benefit of members
is a regular activity on the
calendar of the MIA Sabah
Branch. This workshop was officiated by Tuan Haji Samsuri
bin Jelani, Director of IRB
Sabah who warmly welcomed
and commended MIA Sabah

Branch on the joint collaboration. The trainer was Tuan Haji
Mohd ldris bin Mamat, Director of IRB Kota Kinabalu who
was assisted by senior IRB officers facilitating and helping
participants in the simulation
exercises. In response to the
encouraging feeback, the
organising committees of MIA
Sabah and IRB Sabah are planning similar workshops to cater to the needs of accountants
and members of the public
from different sectors e.g. agriculture, timber, construction
and services. AT

Full house … participants at the workshop

Sarawak Catching up with

Technology
Corporate taxpayers and tax
accountants in Kuching had
the opportunity to familiarise
themselves with the Secure
e-filing ser vice r ecently
launched by the IRB.
The three speakers in
Kuching were Cik Puteh Mariah
Harun from IRB, Cik Ida Musa
from MSCTrustgate.com and
Yeap Kong Tai from YGL Multimedia Resources Sdn Bhd.
Technology gives everbody
an added advantage as the

online link up between
taxpayers and IRB will definitely
improve speed, accuracy and
productivity when compared to
manual submissions.
MIA Sarawak Branch Chairman, David Tiang Kung Seng
played the role of moderator at
the Panel Q&A session where
participants directed queries
on their concerns on the implementation, process, confidentiality and costs of this new efiling system. AT

(L-R) Alexandra Thien (Branch Chairman), Tuan Hj Samsuri bin
Jelani and Tuan Haji Mohd ldris bin Mamat

(L-R) David Tiang Kung Seng, Yeap Kong Tai, Cik Ida Musa and
Cik Puteh Mariah Harun

Organising Committee Members … (L-R) Philip Yong, Tuan Hj Samsuri
bin Jelani, Alexandra Thien and Viviana Lim
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Participants at the half-day programme
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L N E W S
We exist to serve the
public interest

WORLD NEWS
PwC Emerges as New Player in Singapore IPO
ACCOUNTING giant PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) has emerged as a brand new
Initial Public Offer (IPO) manager in Singapore, reports Singapore’s The Business
Times.
The mid-July report also stated that the new player expected to lead roughly half
a dozen companies to list on the Singapore Exchange (SGX) this year.
The report comes upon PwC Corporate Finance (PwCCF) completing its first
lead management job with China Paper Holdings. SGX’s first Indian listing was
Meghmani Organics, a pigment and pesticide manufacturer.
The business daily quoted PwCCF managing director Benjamin Kan as saying:
“PwCCF is the new kid on the block for IPOs and we will remain very selective in
the companies we will help to list here. We don’t want to be a sausage factory and
are going to focus on the mid-market, the US$30 million to US$300 million lead
management deals. Anything larger, and the funding part becomes more critical
and you need a bank back-up.”
According to the report, PwC obtained its Capital Markets Service licence in July
2002 after the Monetary Authority of Singapore started deregulating the industry. It
invested US$1.5 million to set up its corporate finance business, but has focused
largely on mergers and acquisitions work till now.
PwCCF’s 20-man team includes four Indian nationals whose contacts in the subcontinent have proven critical in helping the firm clinch the Meghmani mandate. AT

Good Practice Guidance
for Members in Business
The Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England & Wales (ICAEW) released additional guidance for members in business
and others working outside the public accountancy practice. Working with other
member bodies of the Consultative
Committee of Accountancy Bodies (CCAB),
the Institute has produced guidance
(published on 6 July 2004) that explores the
application of the existing fundamental
ethical principles to situations commonly encountered by accountants in business.
Neil Lerner, Chairman of the Institute’s
Ethics Group, said: “Ethical behaviour by
accountants in business is fundamental to
ensuring public trust in financial reporting
and business practices generally. While we
have long expected all of our members to
adhere to the fundamental ethical principles, most of our detailed guidance has
been focused on situations encountered by
members in practice.
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The good-practice guidance released today seeks to correct that. It is based on
draft guidance issued by the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC) with an
additional appendix that we believe business members may find helpful. The IFAC
guidance is still in the course of finalisation
and we will revise our formal ethical Statement when that is completed. However, in
the meantime, the Institute and other
CCAB members believe that this interim
guidance will be of help to our many business members now”.
He added: “I would encourage members
who use this guidance over the next few
months to feed back their observations to
us. We wish our guidance to be practical
and will take account of comments received when we issue the formal Statement
in due course.”
For more information, go to its website
at www.icaew.co.uk. AT

Reclaiming the damaged reputation is high
on the mind of the current president of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland (ICAS).
Ian Robertson has called on all chartered
accountants to ensure that the reputation
of the profession is not further damaged.
He also urged national and international
bodies to help enhance the profession’s
reputation, repor ts accounting-based
website www.accountingeducation.com.
“We exist to serve the public interest.
That interest can only be served if we —
and the whole accounting profession — can
maintain our reputation in the eyes of the
public we seek to serve,” he said when addressing ICAS members at a reception held
at the Scotland Office in London to celebrate
the Institute’s 150th anniversary recently.

“We exist to serve the public
interest. That interest can only
be served if we — and the
whole accounting profession —
can maintain our reputation in
the eyes of the public we seek to
serve …”
He obser ved that the reputation has
been damaged in recent years by events
both internationally and also locally.
“Much work is being done to restore
that reputation — from International Accounting and Auditing Standards to
making
compulsor y,
continuing
professional development for our
members. Without the trust of the public
we cannot fully ser ve them.
“The damage that can be done by the very
few can be far reaching and I would therefore encourage every individual member to
do nothing in their day to day work which
would in any way damage their reputation
or that of the profession.
“I would exhort national and international
bodies such as IFAC and the EU to do everything they can to enhance the reputation
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of a profession which is key to the conduct
of trade and commerce — and to do nothing which damages the huge efforts being
made in this area by so many,” he said.
He singled out the European Union
(EU). He called upon the EU not to allow
vested interests to block the significant
progress being made to achieve International Accounting Standards, which will
bring benefits in transparency of reporting
worldwide.
“Let us all work together to ensure that
the ICAS motto — ‘Quaere Verum’ — ‘Seek
the Truth’ — truly reflects the public perception not only of our activities but of the
profession as whole,” he added. AT
www.accountingeducation.com
www.icas.org.uk

ACCA reports on valuing
human resources
How do people view human resources?
That’s the question addressed by a research report recently published by ACCA.
Among others, the study entitled Valuing Human Resources identifies current
perceptions and practices in the area of
valuing and measuring human resources.
The research focuses on the importance
of valuing human resources in UK
organisations, current measurement practices, the identification of barriers to the
valuation of human resources and the
progress expected in this field over the
next five years.
One of the questions covered was the
reasons to measure human resources in
the first place.
The report says that the four most important reasons for measuring human resources, indicated by over 70 per cent of
respondents were:
 The human resource function should be
accountable, just like any other function
(94.1 per cent).
 The knowledge and skills of their people
are their most important sources of sustained competitive advantage (79.4 per
cent).
 Measurement of human resources gives
management needed information about
the people resources in the organisation
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and if the resources are there to support
business strategies (75.1 per cent).
 Measurement helps with strategic planning (70.2 per cent).
Most respondents agreed that measuring human resources was important or
extremely impor tant to the human resource function (84 per cent).
Most respondents also agreed that measuring human resources was regarded as
being important or extremely important to
senior management (63.6 per cent), the
CEO (63.3 per cent) and the board of directors (54.7 per cent), but less so to line
managers (49.5 per cent) and those involved in financial and managerial accounting (44.9 per cent).
The repor t, authored by Shraddha
Verma and Philip Dewe both of the School
of Management and Organisational Psychology, Birkbeck College, UK, is available
at www.accaglobal.com. AT

EU advisers fail to reach
deal on accounting rule
Efforts to standardise corporate accounting rules worldwide suffered a setback
when advisers to the European Union (EU)
executive failed to agree on a controversial accounting rule on derivatives, according to a Reuters report.
The rule, known as IAS 39, is part of the
International Financial Repor ting Standards, which the EU’s nearly 7,000 listed
firms are set to use from next January, to
make it easier to compare financial reports
across the 25-nation bloc.
The European Commission, which vets
the bookkeeping rules, has endorsed all
the existing IFRS regulations except IAS
39 and the less controversial IAS 32, which
deals with the presentation and disclosure
of financial instruments.
According to the newswire, under the
rule, banks and insurers would book financial instruments such as derivatives, shares
and bonds at market value rather than their
historical value — a practice common in
the US but not in certain EU states, such
as France. European banks, especially
French ones, oppose IAS 39, saying it
would lead to volatile bank earnings. AT

Offshoring global
financial services
institutions on the rise
The number of global financial institutions
that moved specific functions offshore increased by 38 per cent in the last year, according to the second annual global financial services industr y offshore survey conducted by Deloitte.
Within six years, more than one-fifth of
the financial services industry’s global cost
base will have shifted offshore, resulting
in an average savings of 37 per cent per
relocated process, according to the survey,
which further shows that both large and
small institutions are using offshoring as
a competitive advantage to deliver higher
quality service and lower cost while improving core processes through global
operating capabilities.
Overall, the top 100 global financial services institutions — those with market
capitalisation exceeding US$10 billion - will
offshore approximately US$210 billion of
their cost base, with an average cost savings of more than US$700 million by the
end of 2005.
“Last year, we predicted that offshoring
would completely transform the global financial services marketplace over the next
five years; however, we didn’t anticipate
how quickly this transformation would occur,” said Chris Gentle, director at Deloitte.
“In the last year, we estimate the number
of offshore jobs in financial services has
increased by a factor of five.”
Gentle added, “And now, for the first
time, we’re seeing economies of scale becoming a factor and having a direct impact
on the top and bottom-line within the financial services industry. Clearly, offshoring
is unleashing a potent, new competitive
dynamic.”
The primary destination for financial services offshoring continues to be India,
which, according to the Deloitte report, receives approximately 80 per cent of all financial services offshoring activity. Gentle
credits India’s scale, skills, culture and governance as the primary factors for attracting financial services operations. The research notes the Philippines and Malaysia
are leading secondary destinations.
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However, the survey raised a red flag.
In spite of the projected cost savings, success via offshoring is anything but guaranteed. “While the move offshore can certainly create new long-term revenue opportunities for companies operating offshore,
there is a caveat-it brings no guarantee of
success,” said Gentle. “The key is to take
a holistic view of the risks and benefits,
starting with an understanding of which
processes can be relocated offshore.” AT

UK assurers warn of
accounts threat
UK life assurers have warned there could
be a disorderly market in their shares if they
are forced to change the way their accounts
are presented for this financial year, reports
the Financial Times (16 July 2004).
But the Accounting Standards Board
(ASB), which sets UK accounting standards,
on 15 July decided to press ahead with controversial changes in how life companies
should account for embedded value, the
worth of their existing books of business.
According to the London-based newspapers, Mary Keegan, chairman of the ASB, said
the changes being required of the companies
built on work that they were already doing to
calculate their solvency for the Financial Services Authority, the City regulator.
“It is a matter of what is feasible. I think
this is relatively light-touch,” she is quoted
in the report.
The reports says the Association of British Insurers (ABI) had warned the changes
to their accounting regime — mainly affecting with-profits accounting — “simply cannot be done” by many companies in time.
The gover nment asked the ASB in
March to initiate a study into accounting
for with-profits business by life assurers to
build on the findings of Lord Penrose’s
report into Equitable Life.
Under the ASB proposals, life assurers
will be required to disclose the nature and
scale of options and guarantees offered to
policyholders and the potential liabilities.
They will also have to include a capital position statement, setting out how capital is
allocated across the business and discussing the “assumptions and uncertainties”
underlying their capital requirements. AT
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WGMA Explores Cross Border Affiliation
Possibilities with Thailand Firms…
The Working Group on Mergers
and Acquisitions (WGMA) made
a trip to Bangkok on 27 May
2004 to pay a formal visit and
establish ties with the Institute of
Certified Accountants and
Auditors of Thailand (ICAAT).
A courtesy visit was organised by the Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) Working Group
under the Malaysian Institute of Accountant’s
(MIA’s) Public Practice Committee to
Bangkok, Thailand recently to meet up with
the Public Practice Committee of ICAAT. The
purpose of this visit was to explore the possibility of helping our member firms set up
“Strategic Alliances” between Malaysian and
Thai accounting firms. The team from Malaysia was led by the Chairman of the M&A
Working Group and a Council Member,
Raymond Liew and a secretariat staff of MIA,

Meeting proper
The meeting proper kicked-off with the
Chairman of the M&A Working Group,
Raymond Liew explaining to ICAAT
representatives the purpose of their visit.
This was followed by a powerpoint presentation of a proposed merger model which
was developed by the Malaysian M&A
Working Group, a culmination of the past
few meetings. Although a proposed merger
model, the initial stages of af filiation
whether international or local was ver y
much covered in detail. The ICAAT representatives were ver y receptive of the
proposal with Chaovana promising to go
through the merger model with her Public
Practice
Committee
members.
Representatives of both Institutes agreed
to meet in the near future to further expand
the merger model. With the reform to the
business reporting framework in Thailand
since 2003, where entities of a smaller size
are exempted from auditing requirements,

From L-R … Johnny Yong, Raymond Liew, Professor Kesree Narongde, Paitoon Taveebhol,
Chaovana Viwatpanachati, Anchan Janist and Saranya Tanvanaratskul

Johnny Yong. They were met in the office of
ICAAT by the President of ICAAT, a fellow
practitioner, Professor Kesree Narongdej.
Together with her was the Vice-President of
ICAAT, Paitoon Taveebhol, who is also the
current Asean Federation of Accountants
(AFA) President. Also in the team from
ICAAT, was Chaovana Viwatpanachati,
senior partner of the member firm of Moore
Stephens International and staff of ICAAT,
Anchan Janist and Saranya Tanvanaratskul
from the foreign affairs department.

it is now expected that more members of
ICAAT would be keen to explore the
concept of strategic alliances to capitalise
on the anticipated economic expansion
following the launch of the Malaysia,
Indonesia & Thailand Free Economic Zone
early last year. Malaysia had a positive view
that such an economic co-operation zone
will provide a spin-off effect especially to
the domestic economy particularly those
close to the identified economic zones in
the northern part of Malaysia.
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Malaysia’s Trade Office in Bangkok
It is also heartening to note that a subsequent visit to the Malaysian Trade Office in
Bangkok and a meeting with the Economic
Counsellor, P. Ravidran also secured his
promise to assist the Malaysian delegates
once MIA eventually organises a trade delegation to Bangkok to follow up on the initial proposal for affiliation within the Asean
region. The purpose of this delegation is to
meet up with fellow practitioners in
Thailand to kick-start the strategic alliance
process between Malaysia and Thailand
since the Working Group has already
started with the Malaysia and Singapore
alliances. It is hoped that this will eventually
lead to the full implementation of the
proposed merger model. However, we are
only starting with the area of strategic
alliances at the initial stage of consultation.

About ICAAT and its regulatory
environment
Briefly, the Institute of Certified Accountants and Auditors of Thailand is the only
institute for the accountancy profession in
Thailand. It was registered in 1948 initially
as The Institute of Certified Accountants of
Thailand before changing its name to
ICAAT in the mid 1990s. The main objective of the Institute is to look after the overall benefits of its members and the promotion of standards for the accounting profession in Thailand. Presently, ICAAT has 8,582
members as of May 2004. In terms of the
number of accounting firms in Thailand,
there are 2,049 firms, which are located in
Bangkok as of January 2004 with a further
964 firms located in other parts of the
country. The ICAAT’s Board consists of
accounting professionals who are ICAAT’s
annual members with a maximum number
of 21 persons sitting on the Board. This also
includes the ICAAT Committee with a maximum of 11 persons being appointed to chair
the technical committees in order to set the
standards and guidelines for the accounting profession. The ICAAT President is
elected every two years by its registered
members during the AGM.
It must be noted that the accounting and
auditing standards as adopted in Thailand are
very much in alignment with that of the international standards issued by IFAC (International Federation of Accountants) and hence,
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Malaysian counterparts should have no major problem in understanding the application
of Thailand’s accounting standards since our
MASB (Malaysian Accounting Standards
Board) is also very much in tandem with the
requirements of the ISA (International
Standards of Accounting). The only possible
set-back will mainly be the lack of such standards being written in English although a strategic alliance that can overcome the language
barrier will be able to smoothen the eventual
process of integration.

Possible cross border alliances
As in our visit to Singapore, it would
seem timely that our visit to ICAAT on the
issue of cross border alliances was ver y
much in tune to the calls by fellow practitioners in Thailand as both small and medium-sized practitioners are now keen on
such affiliations with a common objective
of increasing business opportunities.
The representatives from ICAAT were
receptive to our proactive idea of cross

IAASB Proposes
Enhancements to its
Due Process and
Working Procedures
As part of its ongoing commitment to develop high quality international standards,
the International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board (IAASB) of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC)
has issued an exposure draft (ED) proposing certain enhancements to its due process and working procedures. The ED also
proposes to expand the present description
of IAASB’s due process and working procedures to reflect more fully the practices
that are being followed.
In developing the proposal, the IAASB
considered its current working procedures
and the IFAC reforms, and drew upon best
practices followed by other standard setters.
The enhancements are designed to increase
confidence that the activities of the IAASB
are properly responsive to the public interest and will lead to the establishment of high
quality international standards.

border alliances and had indicated that
firms in Thailand are faced with challenging
times and are exploring alternatives.
As this was the initial meeting to gauge
the interest from Thailand, the intrinsic
details of the alliance have yet to be discussed and formalised. There will be a
follow-up meeting, which is yet to be
decided upon to discuss the possibility of
organising a joint get-together of practitioners from both countries perhaps via our
Malaysian Trade Office, to meet and discuss on possible affiliations.
Indeed, such strategic alliances will in
the long term see the possible creation of
“Pan Asean Accounting Firms”, which can
rival that of the other Big 4 at least in the
Asean region! AT
Any member who wishes to discuss cross border
affiliation or is interested to partake in such an arrangement, may contact the Institute for either
Johnny Yong or Tarana on 603-2279 9200. Alternatively, you may wish to communicate directly with
the Chairman of the Working Group, Raymond
Liew at raymondliew@raymond-liew.com

To further strengthen its deliberative
process and to enhance its responsiveness
to comments made on proposed standards,
the IAASB proposes that its due process
and working procedures provide for:
 Public forums or roundtables, or the issue of consultation papers, where wider
or further input would be appropriate.
 Enhanced meeting agenda material and
easier access to comment letters to assist in its deliberative process.
 An expanded description of the process
by which the IAASB considers the need
to re-expose a draft IAASB international
standard or practice statement.
 The possibility of issuing a separate document explaining its basis for conclusions
on final IAASB international standards or
practice statements where necessary.
 A process to address circumstances
where issues over due process are raised
with the IAASB. AT
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The ED, Proposed Amendments to the Preface to the
International Standards on Quality Control, Auditing, Assurance and Related Services — IAASB Due
Process and Working Procedures, may be viewed by
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going to www.ifac.org. Comments on the ED are
requested by 15 October 2004. Comments may
be submitted to EDComments@ifac.org. They can
also be faxed to the attention of the IAASB Technical Director at +1-212-286-9570 or mailed to the
IAASB Technical Director at 545 Fifth Avenue, NY,
NY 10017, US. All comments will be considered a
matter of public record and will ultimately be posted
on IFAC’s website.

IFAC Board Focuses on
Public Interest Issues
and Needs of SMEs,
Developing Nations
During its meeting on 7-9 July, the Board of
the International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC) took actions to strengthen the role
of the Public Sector Committee and enhance
its capacity to develop high quality international public sector accounting standards
(IPSASs), named a working group to
organise an international summit on small
and medium practice issues in 2005, and engaged in discussions with international and
national regulators and standard setters on
achieving the shared goal of ensuring high
quality performance by all sectors of the profession. Additionally, the Board advanced
initiatives on sustainability and narrative reporting and approved a translation policy
designed to facilitate the translation of, and
thus access to, IFAC standards and guidance.

Report of the Public Sector Committee
(PSC) External Review Panel
Sir Andrew Likierman, head of the UK
Government Accountancy Service, chaired
the PSC External Review Panel, which had
sought the views of key stakeholders, including audit bodies and finance ministries, on
the PSC’s role, activities and governance. Sir
Andrew reported to the Board that respondents overwhelmingly supported the existence of an independent standard setter for
international public sector financial reporting standards, and indicated that the Review
Panel recommends that the name of the Public Sector Committee be changed to the “International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board.” Additionally, the panel recommended that the PSC do the following:
 Add public members who need not be
members of IFAC member bodies;
 Focus its resources on financial report-
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ing standard-setting;
 Investigate new funding sources; and
 Be subject to oversight by the new Public Interest Oversight Board.*
The Board requested the PSC Chair and
staff develop an action plan based on the
recommendations in the full report, which
may be downloaded from the IFAC website
(www.ifac.org).

“Ongoing dialogue with these groups
helps to ensure that IFAC’s standards are
relevant and that we remain focused on
how we can best serve the public interest,”
states IFAC President René Ricol.
The objectives of the reforms — to ensure that IFAC puts the public interest before all else — are emphasised in IFAC’s
revised strategic plan, also presented at the
Board meeting. AT

Focusing on Small and Medium-Sized
Practices (SMPs) and Developing Nations
Recognising that there is a global gap in
meeting the needs of SMPs and also those
of developing nations, the Board established permanent task forces in these areas last year. At the recent meeting, the
Board further emphasised its commitment
to these constituencies through a number
of action items. One key initiative was the
Board’s request that the chairs of the two
task forces, along with other Board members, organise an international forum to
address SMP issues early in 2005.

Sustainability and Narrative Reporting
The IFAC Board also received reports
on two initiatives that are central to its mission of protecting the public interest:
sustainability and narrative reporting. In
the area of sustainability, the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board
and Professional Accountants in Business
Committee are working together to pursue
a research project in conjunction with
member bodies. The Board approved the
establishment of a Sustainability Panel of
Experts to serve in an advisory capacity
to IFAC committees and boards, to encourage the involvement of the international
profession on sustainability issues, and to
lead the development of a seminar on
sustainability at the IFAC Council Meeting
in Paris in November of this year.
In the area of narrative reporting, the
Board approved further work on the development of a research project seeking
input from investors and other user groups.

IFAC Moves Ahead on Reform Efforts
During its three-day meeting, the IFAC
Board also discussed with key international and national regulators its work in
implementing its reform proposals, including strengthening the standard-setting process of its public interest activity committees and increasing public involvement.

IAASB Calls on
Auditors to Plan Audits
More Rigorously
The International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board (IAASB) of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) has
released a revised International Standard on
Auditing (ISA) requiring auditors to be more
rigorous in the planning of their audits.
The revised ISA 300, Planning an Audit of
Financial Statements, builds on the new audit risk standards issued last year and requires the auditor to plan the audit so that
the engagement will be performed in an effective manner. The standard emphasises
that planning is a continual and iterative process throughout the engagement and that
unexpected events, changes in conditions or
other circumstances may lead the auditor to
re-evaluate the planned audit procedures.
The standard, effective for audits of financial statements for periods beginning
on or after 15 December 2004, requires the
auditor to establish the overall strategy for
the audit that sets the scope, timing and
direction of the audit.
“Audit planning plays a critical role in setting the tone and direction of the audit, and
in ensuring that the right resources are allocated to the higher risk areas at the appropriate time. The establishment of the overall
audit strategy helps guide the development
of the more detailed audit plan and ensures
that risk assessment procedures and further
detailed audit procedures are appropriately
targeted. The revised standard on audit planning provides the necessary requirements
and guidance for the auditor to perform this
important aspect of the audit and will assist
in improving auditor performance,” comments John Kellas, IAASB Chairman. AT
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C O L U M N S news from professional bodies

ACCA Education
Conference — Globalisation
of Education : Impact and
Consequences
The Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants (ACCA)
recently organised a conference on Globalisation of Education: Impact and Consequences
in Kuala Lumpur. Deputy Minister of Higher Education YAB
Datuk Fu Ah Kiow officiated
the event and delivered the
Keynote Address.
Among the key issues raised
during the conference were
those relating to the affects of
globalisation on education and
development. In addition to this,
the conference also highlighted
Prime Minister Datuk Seri

Abdullah Ahmad Badawi’s
aspirations to see an ‘education
revolution’ to ensure competitiveness through the quality of
the nation’s human capital. The
conference brought together a
group of thought leaders, educationists, policy makers and corporate leaders to share, engage
and explore the relevant topics
on the conference theme.
The conference papers
included:
 Impact and challenge of
globalisation towards education — the Big Picture.
 Changing roles of stakeholders

YB Dato' Fu meeting the participants after officiating the ACCA
Education Conference

in education and their strategies and thoughts in shaping
the directions and future of
education.
 New enablers and production
of education and the tensions
between education traditionalists and reformers.

 Convergence and divergence
of national education strategy,
and its effects on infrastructure and attitudes.
Approximately 126 participants from various public and
private universities attended
the conference. AT

Signing of MOU Between
ACCA-UiTM for Financial
Reporting Research Centre
ACCA Malaysia signed a
memorandum of understanding with Universiti Teknologi
MARA (UiTM) to set up A
UiTM-ACCA Financial Reporting Research Centre (UiTMACCA FRRC) on 25 June 2004.
The head of ACCA Malaysia,
Tay Kay Luan signed on behalf
of ACCA while Vice-Chancellor
Dato’ Seri Prof. Dr. Hj lbrahim
Abu Shah represented UiTM.
The signing was witnessed by
Special Adviser ACCA ASEAN,
Benedict Morais and the
Director of UiTM-ACCA FRRC,
Associate Professor Dr. Muhd
Kamil lbrahim.
“ACCA is extremely pleased
to be able to share its resources
with UiTM via this working re-
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lationship. Through this collaboration we look forward to
encouraging research in the
area of financial reporting with
a view to enhancing the quality and accuracy of financial reporting analysis. We also look
forward to promoting discussion and development of techniques for improving accountability in corporate financial repor ting,” said Dato’ Khalid
Ahmad, President of the ACCA
Malaysia Advisory Committee
in his speech.
“The area of financial reporting is definitely a subject matter that will continue to evoke
serious discussions at all levels,
more so in the light of the numerous fraud cases both locally

Head of ACCA Malaysia, Tay Kay Luan (right) and Vice-Chancellor,
UiTM, Dato’ Seri Prof. Dr. Hj lbrahim Abu Shah (left) with the new
book published by UiTM-ACCA FRRC, “Financial Reporting in
Malaysia: Some Empirical Evidence”

“The area of financial reporting is definitely a subject
matter that will continue to evoke serious discussions at
all levels, more so in the light of the numerous fraud cases
both locally and abroad. Global trends point to greater
demand for high quality, relevant information delivered
in an accurate and timely fashion,”
Dato’ Khalid
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and abroad. Global trends point
to greater demand for high
quality, relevant information
delivered in an accurate and
timely fashion,” said Dato’
Khalid further.
UiTM Vice-Chancellor Dato’
Seri Prof. Dr. Hj lbrahim Abu
Shah said the collaboration
with ACCA showed UiTM’s
commitment towards continuous improvement in research
and development. According to
him by collaborating with a glo-

bal professional body, UiTM is
also recognised as being worldclass.
Since the establishment of
the centre two years ago, 20 research projects on accounting
have been published. Dato’ Seri
Hj lbrahim also launched a book
called Financial Reporting in
Malaysia: Some Empirical Evidence. The book is a compilation
of the first stage of research
completed by researchers at the
UiTM-ACCA FRRC. AT

Tay Kay Luan (middle-left) and Dato’ Seri Prof. Dr. Hj lbrahim Abu
Shah (middle-right) signing the MOU witnessed by Benedict Morais
(far left) and Associate Professor Dr. Muhd Kamil lbrahim (far right)

New President for
CIMA Malaysia Division
Y. C. Lee, Managing Director
of the Upha group of pharmaceutical companies, was
elected as the new President of
CIMA Malaysia Division, at its
27th Annual General Meeting
(AGM) held on 22 May 2004.
Following the AGM, Y. C.
Lee was installed as the
Division’s 6th President at a ceremony attended by about 120
guests, CIMA members and
staff. Among the guests were
representatives from professional accounting bodies,
local universities, CIMA Training Partners and senior executives of various companies. The
installation ceremony reflects
the true CIMA tradition of a
smooth transition in leadership. Y. C. Lee takes over from
Dato’ Lee Ow Kim, the previous President, who was at the
helm for three years.
In his inaugural Presidential
address, Lee stressed that the
future thrust of CIMA Malaysia Division will be in four areas — to increase the recruitment of CIMA students, to enAugust 2004 • ACCOUNTANTS TODAY

hance the status and welfare of
CIMA members, to strengthen
ties with other professional accounting bodies and to champion new ideas and concepts
such as enterprise governance.
Lee said the growth of CIMA
student numbers in Malaysia
continues to be a challenge for
the Malaysia Division where
students are spoilt for choice in
the realm of higher education.
CIMA will also work towards
the continued professional
development of its members
through training courses
focused on management accounting and soft skills such as
leadership and communication.
Y. C. Lee is an engineer by
profession and holds a degree
in Electrical & Electronic Engineering from the University
of Manchester Institute of Science & Technology, UK. He
also holds a Masters of Business Administration from the
Cranfield Institute of Technology, UK and has completed the
Advanced Course in Production Methods and Manage-

Y.C. Lee (right), the new CIMA Malaysia Division President

ment from the University of
Cambridge. He is currently
pursuing a Doctorate in Business Administration with the
University of South Australia.
Lee’s professional affiliations
include being a Fellow member
of CIMA, a member of the Malaysian Institute of Management and the Malaysian Institute of Accountants. He is the
Immediate Past President of
the Malaysian Organisation of
Pharmaceutical Industries and
is currently the Chairman of
the Columbia Asia Medical
Centre.
CIMA’s AGM also saw the
election of Michael Eow Kwan
Hoong, Executive Director of
Iris Corporation Bhd, as the

Deputy President and Tuan
Haji Mohd Razali bin Mohd
Amin, Managing Director of
Behn Meyer (M) Sdn Bhd, as
the Vice-President.
In the UK, Professor G.
Roland Kaye was elected
President of CIMA worldwide
on 12 June 2004. Professor
Kaye is currently Dean of the
Open University Business
School, the largest and leading
distance lear ning Business
School in Europe. He is also an
executive of the Association of
Business Schools and director
of Open University Worldwide
Ltd. Professor Kaye is a
V isiting Professor of East
Anglia School of Management,
UK. AT
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News from Professional Bodies

CIMA Gains Use of
Harvard Expertise
In an effort to help members
develop their skills and meet
their continuing professional
development requirements,
CIMA has negotiated access to
a resource used by some of the
most successful organisations
around the world.
Har vard ManageMentor
Plus is usually available only to
employers who provide it, but
CIMA is now making it
available to all its members,
regardless of the size, status or
wealth of their organisation.
Harvard ManageMentor Plus
is an on-line desktop support
tool that focuses on skills development. It offers instant help for
managers who need timely advice on key issues such as negotiating, giving feedback or
making presentations. It also

offers support on more strategic topics such as capitalising on
change and managing for creativity and innovation.
The resource covers more
than 30 topics in five key categories: business essentials, communication skills, personal development, working with teams
and working with individuals. It
offers managers information,
tools and resources on key topics as they need it. All users
have to do is click on a heading
to gain access to areas such as:
Topic overview — including suggested areas of focus, topic index, key terms and summary.
Core concepts — essential information on five to 10 concepts
written in a style that can be
scanned quickly and efficiently.
Action steps — including rec-

ommendations for the most
systematic ways to accomplish
important tasks.
Tips — quick advice and helpful hints.
Tools — including planning forms,
worksheets and other productivity enhancers that can be used
directly or customised to meet
individual or organisational requirements.
To learn more — materials and
resources for in-depth learning, including a special resource pack of articles.
Self tests — enabling users to
evaluate or reinforce their learning
Interactive practice — a 10minute scenario-based activity
that allows users to apply learning in real time.
The tool’s main benefits are
that it covers all the major management areas and is easy to
navigate. It uses case studies to
encourage managers to inter-

CPA Australia Appoints
New National President
Australia’s peak accounting
body CPA Australia, is pleased
to announce the appointment of
Dr. Ken Levy RFD FCPA as its
new President effective 1 April
2004. Dr Levy, currently a Consultant Psychologist and Barrister at Law, was formerly Director-General of Queensland’s
Department of Justice & Attorney General from 2000-2003.
Immediate Past President
David Baulch said “Ken Levy
has a number of remarkable accomplishments under his belt.
With his background in law
and psychology, he brings a different perspective to his role as
President which will be invaluable to CPA Australia.”
Dr. Levy has a multi-discipline
background encompassing ac-
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counting, psychology and law. He
is a registered tax agent; a barrister of the Supreme Court of
Queensland and of the High
Courts of Australia; a special
member of the Bar Association of
Queensland; a registered psychologist; a member of the Australian and American Psychological Associations; a member of the
College of Forensic Psychologists and Australian Psychological Society; and a Justice of Peace.
Dr. Levy’s involvement with
CPA Australia commenced in
1995 when he joined its
Queensland Divisional Council. He served on various committees in Queensland, including as State President in 1999,
and as Chair of the Disciplinary Committee in 2000.

Dr. Ken Levy

His career started with accounting in 1967 at what was
then the Lands Department in
Brisbane. He studied part-time
at the University of Queensland
and graduated with a Bachelor
of Commerce and a Bachelor
of Arts majoring in psychology.
His interest in law led him to
the Department of Justice in
1972, and a career that spanned
30 years and culminated in the
top job. Dr. Levy obtained his

act with it and provides articles
for each module topic that supports the lessons. The tests allow users to gauge their own
needs for further learning.
Because the tool provides information to the user as required, it does not have a recommended time for completion.
This flexibility means that it can
be used by managers who simply want to remind themselves
about key guidelines before an
appraisal, for instance, or by
someone who needs suggestions about how to chair a difficult meeting. Experienced managers may find new ideas for
managing customers or a timely
refresher on goal setting.
This year, a further six modules will be released: Persuading others, Implementing innovation, Implementing strategy,
Making business decisions,
Budgeting and Financial essentials. AT

Bachelor of Law at Queensland
University of Technology, where
he was awarded the Outstanding
Alumni Award in 2002. He also
holds a PhD in Criminology from
the University of Queensland.
He was awarded the Fulbright
scholarship in 1995 to the University of California where he undertook specialist research with
the Department of Criminology,
Law and Society.
During his career, Dr. Levy
published papers on adolescent
delinquent behaviour and on the
juvenile justice system. In his
spare time, Dr. Levy is a Lieutenant Colonel with the General
Army Reserve. He has been in
the Reserve for 36 years, during
which he was awarded the Reserve Force Decoration’s 1st and
2nd Clasp (RFD) and the Commander 1 Training Group Certificate of Recognition for Meritorious Service. AT
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ME MB ERS’ U P DAT E
The following persons are now
entitled to use the word ‘Accountant’ upon their admission to the
Malaysian Institute of Accountants,
in accordance with Section 22 &
23 of the Accountants Act 1967.
CA — Chartered Accountant
AM — Associate Member
NEW SOUTH WALES
Quakers Hill
Wong Tek An
23114/CA
HONG KONG
Shatin
Siaw Mo Wai
23153/CA
JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM
Batu Pahat
Nor Farazila Binti Miskan
23018/CA
Johor Bahru
Lee Kok Boon
23087/CA
Mohammad Nasir Bin Ismail
23075/CA
Mohd Ali Bin Sidin
23089/CA
Ng Lai Peng
23051/CA
Nina Sapura Binti Rahmat
23144/CA
Saipol Rahman Bin Amat
23096/CA
Sim Chin Wee
23007/CA
Tan Chin Guan
23009/CA
Toh Woan Fei
23104/CA
Wong Sook Yin
23026/CA
Kluang
Tee Li Peng
23031/CA
Kota Tinggi
Muhammad Fadh Bin Sairi
23027/CA
Masai
Rosnah Binti Mat Deros
23081/CA
Tan Wee Ching
23140/CA
Muar
Ng Mei Fuen
23024/CA
Pasir Gudang
Norazah Binti Elias
23035/CA
Wan Md Husni Bin Wan Husain 22991/CA
KEDAH DARUL AMAN
Alor Setar
Loo Phai Sue
22986/CA
Mohd Suzairi Bin Mohd Shuib
23030/CA
Jitra
Roshidah Binti Abu Bakar
23047/CA
Kuala Kedah
Nurulyazidah Binti Mansor
23112/CA
Kuala Nerang
Rafida Binti Md Rejab
23041/CA
Sintok
Chek Bin Derashid
23146/AM
KELANTAN DARUL NAIM
Kota Bharu
Mohd Shafiee Bin Abdullah
23086/CA
MELAKA
Melaka
G Sagathevan A/L M Govindasamy 23037/CA
NEGERI SEMBILAN DARUL KHUSUS
Nilai
Lee Kiang Ling
23067/CA
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Raziah Binti Omar
Seremban
Chew Chee Hean
Kelvin Sim Kee Juan
Lam Lei Chee
Rafeah Binti Hussain
PAHANG DARUL MAKMUR
Kuantan
Mohd Aris Bin Yusoff
Ong Lu Cheng
Tan Sze Young
PERAK DARUL RIDZUAN
Ipoh
Beh Li Koon
Eugene Chow Jan Liang
Lillian Lee Lei Lian
Thomson Lee @ Lee Chee Choong
Yap Yee Ming
Yeang May Li
PULAU PINANG
Ayer Itam
Lee Kong Yong
Bukit Mertajam
Tan Kim Yeow
Butterworth
Khoo Wah Boey
Ng Hui Hooi
Ooi Wei Ghee
Gelugor
Yeoh Aik Khong
Georgetown
Chan Poh See
Ho Wei Wah
Lee Tean Khiam
Lock Yean Chew
Ngan Hun Hooi
Phoon Fu Pong
Tan Weng Chong
Wong Hui Keat
Woon Li Ching
Yeap Hiang Sun
Sungai Nibong
Abdul Halim Bin Kassim
SABAH
Kota Kinabalu
Christina Yap Chui Fui
Josephine Sherilyn Joe Liew Apok
Tan Fui Bing @ Tan Ying Lu
Penampang
Chang Chi Hsung
SARAWAK
Kuching
Annette Agnes Sui Chai Siok
Brian Yeo Chong Hua
Chua Pek Geok
Ida Lim Lynn
Kho Cho Tek
Leela Ting Ay Lyn
Ng Phek Yen
Ngui Hsiao Fong
Miri
Lee Ming Choo
Sibu
Lily Chua
Ting Yii Nii
Willy Tang Lok Chung

22972/CA
23134/CA
23101/CA
23074/CA
23038/CA

23085/CA
23109/CA
23046/CA

22970/CA
23029/CA
23141/CA
23138/CA
22998/CA
23036/CA

22989/CA
23049/CA
23053/CA
23136/CA
23129/CA
23147/CA
23128/CA
23011/CA
22967/CA
23126/CA
23143/CA
23152/CA
23042/CA
23139/CA
23127/CA
23044/CA
23052/CA

23043/CA
23130/CA
23083/CA
23005/CA

22990/CA
22973/CA
23013/CA
23151/CA
23079/CA
23014/CA
23040/CA
22988/CA
23045/CA
23048/CA
23057/CA
23090/CA

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN
Subang Jaya
Yeaw See Wee
23107/CA
Ampang
Ahmad Zulhilmi Bin Ismail
23016/CA
Leong Ooi Ling
23022/CA
Nor Fathilah Binti Md Yusuf
23115/CA
Bandar Baru Bangi
Fazilah Binti Ismail
22971/CA
Batu 9, Cheras
Chong Pui San
23131/CA
Mohamad Fauzi Bin
23003/CA
Mohamad Saruman
Batu Caves
Hasniruddin Bin Hassim
23082/CA
Lau Weu Ping
22968/CA
Lim Chiu Ann
23071/CA
Nik Haryati Binti Nik Ismail
23056/CA
See Yun Choy
23125/CA
Cheras
Wong Shan Jean
23119/CA
Kajang
Faridz Bin Kamarudin
23002/CA
Lim Kien Ni
22977/CA
Sharmila A/P Santharasagaran
23012/CA
Klang
Bhavani Krishnamoorthy
23006/CA
Chen Tien Onn
23093/CA
Saliza Binti Sulaiman
23121/CA
Tham Siew Pang
23145/CA
Petaling Jaya
Azurahana Binti Abd Malek
23061/CA
Boey Chooi Cheen
23097/CA
Chan Mei Yee
23073/CA
Chim Foong Ngan
23059/CA
Christopher Lim Chong Meng
23033/CA
Goh Pei Pei
23137/CA
Huan Yong Terng
22995/CA
Lak Khoon Yee @ Lock Khoon
22980/CA
Lau See Cheek
23068/CA
Lee Peck Theng
23095/CA
Lim Shiaw Wei
23105/CA
Marlehan Bin Mohamed
22984/CA
Muhamad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman 22978/CA
Ng Boon Khee
23008/CA
Norhafizah Binti Abd Aziz
23117/CA
Shahnaz Binti Abdul Samad
23055/CA
Shivani A/P Sivananthan
23017/CA
Woo Yen Yen
23108/CA
Yanajothi A/L A Arulampalam
22976/AM
Zharin Binti Zhafrael Mohamed 23072/CA
Puchong
Chang Siew Ling
23100/CA
Lee Min Wei
22997/CA
Zarina Binti Abdul Rahman
23001/CA
Rawang
Teo Guan Joo
23106/CA
Seri Kembangan
Azlina Binti Ab Rahman
23004/CA
Wong Shuit Yin
22982/CA
Wong Shwo Yee
23054/CA
Yap Wai Fong
23028/CA
Shah Alam
Ali Bin Talib
23123/CA
Asmah Binti Abdul Aziz
23019/CA
Mohamad Sanusi Bin Mohamad Noor 22999/CA
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Nasaruddin Bin Pilus
22969/CA
Nasri Bin Nasrun
23078/CA
Roziana Binti Zakaria
22974/CA
Sajratul ‘Aida Binti Md Ibrahim
22996/CA
Sri Rahayu Binti Samsudin
23111/CA
Tamarai Selvi A/P Muthusamy
23066/CA
Theresa Wong Chiong
23010/CA
Subang Jaya
Hew Yen Ni
23091/CA
Norazhayani Zariza Binti Abd. Aziz 23113/CA
Seah Heng Chin
23102/CA
Sungai Buloh
Teoh Hwai Chong
23034/CA
WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN
Kuala Lumpur
Ahmad Shakir Bin Ahmad Ubaidah 23120/CA
Adalene Tan Kit Meng
23148/CA
Ahmad Jazlan Bin Mohd Yatim
23077/CA
Ang Ai Lee
23094/CA
Aznorashiq Bin Mohamed Zin
23103/CA
Cedric Choo Sia Teik
22993/CA
Cheah Sue Ling
23021/CA
Chin Yuen Chew
23084/CA
Farazila Rita Binti Abd Jamil
22975/CA
Fong Yew Kwong
23149/CA
Hairul Izat Bin Hidzir
22992/CA
Jorah Binti Jamaludin
22981/CA
Law Lai Hong
22987/CA
Lee Foong Thin
22985/CA
Lee Por Hung
23150/CA
Lee Yuet Li
23098/CA
Leng Joon Seng
23062/CA
Leong Chew Kim
23080/CA
Liow Chee Hang
23124/CA
Mariam Binti Mustafa
23064/CA
Mior Ahmad Rashidi Bin
23039/CA
Mior Ahmad Darwish
Mohammad Farouk Bin Faisal Kit 22966/CA
Mohd Asri Bin Mat Nun
23116/CA
Mohd Nizam Bin Baharin
23063/CA
Ng Lee Nee
23088/CA
Nishantha A/P Raja Rathnam
23023/CA
Oh Yin Fong
23135/CA
Pan Keng Hui
23000/CA
Phang Eng Tzy
23122/CA
Rosliza Binti Ishak
23076/CA
Roszilawati Binti Ibrahim
23015/CA
Serena Binti Abdul Shukur
23142/CA
Soo Wei Leng
23060/CA
Soong Lai Cheng
23099/CA
Suriayati Binti Rosly
23110/CA
Syed Naufal Shahabudin
22994/CA
B. Syed Abdul Jabbar Shahabudin
Tai Hui Yin
23069/CA
Tan Siew Min
23032/CA
Tay Yew Khem
23092/CA
Wan Hurina Binti Wan Hussin
23118/CA
Yap Han Yuen
23065/CA
Yap Kon Kam
22979/CA
Yap Wai Fong
22983/CA
Yvonne Roshini A/P Anthony Sami 23070/CA
LABUAN
Hazrina Binti Jainih
23050/CA
Teo Chi Gi
23058/CA
Wong Fui Leong
23154/CA
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PUTRAJAYA
Halimahton Binti Abdul Karim
Zyerullida Binti Shaharudin
SINGAPORE
Goy Sze Yeong
Ho Pit Yau @ Ho Tien Tien

23020/CA
23025/CA
23133/CA
23132/CA

Non-Audit Firms
Registered with MIA
FROM 1 TO 30 JUNE 2004
NON-AUDIT FIRM’S NAME
JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM

NF NO

YTJ Management Ser vices
6, Jalan Sesenduk 4
Taman Meru Utama
41050 Klang
Tel: 03-3392 0498 Fax: 03-3392 0498
e-mail: yew@ytj.com.my

0544

WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN
AGS Advisor y
44, Jalan Rumpai, Bukit Bandaraya
59000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 012-379 0485

0549

L. H. Soo & Co.
No. 53, Jalan Teratai 1/2J
Taman Bukit Permai 2, Cheras
56100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-4280 9282 Fax: 03-4280 9280
e-mail: lhsoo@tm.net.my

0551

0547

C G Tan & Associates
107 Jalan Lama
84000 Muar
Tel: 012-636 8693 Fax: 06-951 5693

0542

Derek Lim & Associates
903A, 9th Floor
Holiday Plaza, Office Tower
Jalan Dato Sulaiman
Century Garden
80250 Johor Bahru
Tel: 07-331 7099 Fax: 07-331 7099
e-mail: soohow@pd.jaring.my

0543

WM Hew & Co
No. 9, Jalan 49/26
Taman Sri Rampai
53300 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 012-3807322
e-mail: weiming21@yahoo.com

F.S. Lee & Associates
8-2, Jalan Harimau,Century Garden
80250 Johor Bahru
Tel: 07-331 1971 Fax: 07-335 1668
e-mail: yap_sen@tm.net.my

0548

In the June 2004 issue of Accountants Today we
inadvertently published the following company under the wrong company name. We sincerely
apologise for the error.

LKC Accounting and
Management Ser vices
33-01, Jalan Molek 3/10
Taman Molek
81100 Johor Bahru
Tel: 07-355 0600 Fax: 07-357 3379
e-mail: rlkc@hotmail.com

ERRATA

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN
0546

Kit & Co.
3A09, Block A, Kelana Square
No. 17, Jln SS7/26
Tmn Kelana Indah, Kelana Jaya
47301 Petaling Jaya
Tel: 03-7880 8848 Fax: 03-7880 8858
e-mail: kms@stremyx.com

0532

PERAK DARUL RIDZUAN
PWLau & Associates
130 Jalan Kota
34000 Taiping
Tel: 017-4744187
e-mail: lpwai@tm.net.my

0552

Audit Firms
Registered with MIA
FROM 1 TO 30 JUNE 2004

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

AUDIT FIRM’S NAME

Azman Rejab & Co
No. 14A, Jalan Melati 3/19
Bandar Melawati
45000 Kuala Selangor
Tel: 03-3289 6992 Fax: 03-3280 1218
e-mail: azmanrejab@hotmail.com

0545

Woon Bee & Co
No. 14, Jalan SS 24/6
Taman Megah
47301 Petaling Jaya
Tel: 03-7880 7560
e-mail: wkc13@streamyx.com

0550

AF NO

NEGERI SEMBILAN DARUL KHUSUS
Ananthan Chelliah & Associates
No. 269A-1, Taman Ast
Jalan Sungai Ujong
70200 Seremban
Tel: 06-767 4487 Fax: 06-764 5496

1551

PULAU PINANG
A. Lim & Associates
16, Jalan Kampung Kastam
12300 Butterworth
Tel: 04-323 8707 Fax: 04-323 2959

1549

63

Registration of Firms, Resource Centre

SABAH
Kevin How & Co
Suite 1-10-E1A
10th Floor, CPS Tower
Centre Point Sabah
No. 1, Jalan Centre Point
88000 Kota Kinabalu
Tel: 088-249 522 Fax: 088-217 286
e-mail: kevin.how@tengis.com.my

1544

KL Law & Co
Shoplot 6, 1st Floor
Taman Layang-Layang
Jalan Kolam, Luyang
88300 Kota Kinabalu
Tel: 088-311 211 Fax: 088-264 721
e-mail: lawkl@tm.net.my

1542

IFRS 3 — Business Combination, London: IASB,
March 2004.
Call No.: 657.0218 INT

IAS 36 — Impairment of Assets and IAS 28 —
Intangible Assets, London: IASB, March 2004.
Call No.: 657.0218 INT
1546

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN
Dharma & Co
32-3, Jalan USJ 9/5Q
Subang Business Centre
47620 Subang Jaya
Tel: 03-2694 9699 Fax: 03-2693 9625
e-mail: dharma@rkk.com.my
website: www.rkk.com.my

1552

Tan Che, Khoo & Co
14-1B Lorong Gudang Nenas
41400 Klang
Tel: 03-3343 9355 Fax: 03-3343 9355
e-mail: assist@tm.net.my

1540

IAS 29 (Amendment) — Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement: Fair Value Hedge
Accounting for a Portfolio Hedge of Interest Rate
Risk, London: IASB, March 2004.
Call No.: 657.0218 INT
ED: Amendments to IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement: The Fair
Value Option, London: IASB, March 2004.
Call No.: 657.0218 INT
ED: Amendments to IFRS 3 Business Combination: Combinations by Contract Alone or Involving Mutual Entities, London: IASB, March 2004.
Call No.: 657.0218 INT
ED: Amendments to IAS 19 Employee Benefits:
Actuarial Gains and Losses, Group Plans and
Disclosures, London: IASB, March 2004.
Call No.: 657.0218 INT
Control Self-Assessment: A Practical Guide, by
Larry Hubbard, Altamonte Spring, Florida: The
Institute of Internal Auditors, 2000.
Call No.: 658 HUB

WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN
BC Teoh & Co.
No. 248, Jalan E 2/5
Taman Ehsan, Kepong
52100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 012-372 2437

1541

SC Liew & Co.
51-1, Jalan 5/116B
Kuchai Entrepreneurs’ Park
Off Jalan Kuchai Lama
58200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 012-263 3775
e-mail: scliewsc@hotmail.com

1547

YTL & Associates
5-3-4, Suite 3
Danau Business Centre
Jalan 3/109F, Danau Desa
58100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-7982 2139 Fax: 03-7983 3139
e-mail: ytlee@pc.jaring.my

1550

64

IFRS 4 — Insurance Contracts, London: IASB,
March 2004.
Call No.: 657.0218 INT
IFRS 5 — Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations, London: IASB, March 2004.
Call No.: 657.0218 INT

SARAWAK
Bong & Company
5A, Lorong Gelama 1
Jalan Gelama
96000 Sibu
Tel: 084-318 405

List of New Books
Available in the MIA
Resource Centre

Simon’s Tax Cases 2003: Bound Volume, London: Tolley LexisNexis, 2004.
Call No.: 343.04 SIM
Simon’s Tax Cases: Cumulative Tables and Index, London: Tolley LexisNexis, 2004.
Call No.: 343.04 SIM
Simon’s Tax Cases 2003: Bound Volume, London: Tolley LexisNexis, 2004.
Call No.: 343.04 SIM

Capital Market Development in Malaysia: History and Perspectives, Kuala Lumpur: Securities
Commission, 2004.
Call No.: 332.63209595 CAP
Companies Winding-up Handbook: MLJ Handbook Series, Kuala Lumpur: Malayan Law Journal, 2003.
Call No.: 348.0202595 COM
E-licences and Software Contracts: Law, Practice
and Precedents, 2nd ed., by Robert Bond, London: Butter worths LexisNexis, 2002.
Call No.: 343.0999 BON
Malaysian Customs Tariff (Harmonised System)
on Import/Export Duty, Excise Duty, Sales Tax,
Import/Export Licence (IL/EL), Regulations &
Orders together with ASEAN Harmonised Tariff
Nomenclature and Common Effective Preferential Tariff (CEPT), Kuala Lumpur: International
Law Book Service, 2004.
Call No.: 351.7246 MAL
World Economic and Financial Surveys: Of ficial
Financing: Recent Developments and Selected
Issues, N.W., Washington D.C.: International
Monetary Fund, 2003.
Call No.: 338.544309048 WOR
World Economic and Financial Surveys: World
Economic Outlook: Advancing Structural Reforms, N.W., Washington D.C.: International
Monetary Fund, April 2004.
Call No.: 338.544309048 WOR
World Economic and Financial Surveys: Emerging Local Securities and Derivatives Markets, by
Donald J. Mathieson, Jorge E. Roldos, Ramana
Ramaswamy, Anna Ilyina, N.W., Washington
D.C.: International Monetary Fund, 2004.
Call No.: 338.544309048 WOR
International Financial Repor ting Standards
(IFRSs), London: IASB, March 2004.
Call No.: 657.0218 INT
International Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland): Exposure Draft, Surrey: The Auditing
Practices Board, June 2004.
Call No.: 657.450218 INT
Statement of Auditing Standards 120: Consideration of Law and Regulations (Revised), Surrey:
The Auditing Practices Board, June 2004.
Call No.: 657.450218 STA

Public Relations: A Values-Driven Approach, 2nd
ed., by David W. Guth & Charles Marsh, Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 2003.
Call No.: 659.2 GUT

Statement of Auditing Standards 620: The Auditors’ Right and Duty to Report to Regulators in
the Financial Sector (Revised), Surrey: The Auditing Practices Board, May 2004.
Call No.: 657.450218 STA

Statements of Membership Obligations 1-7, New
York: International Federation of Accountants,
April 2004.
Call No.: 657 INT

Corporate Governance in Italy: The Board of
Auditors, Rome: Consiglio Nazionale Dottori
Commercialisti, 2003.
Call No.: 658.40945 COR

Education Guide Malaysia, 8th ed., Kuala
Lumpur: Challenger Concept, 2003.
Call No.: 371.409595 EDU

Australian Company Law Cases, Volume 21,
Sydney: CCH Australia Limited, 2003.
Call No.: 346.94066 AUS

Conversion of Accounts of Municipal Bodies to
Accrual Basis, New Delhi: ICAI Accounting Research Foundation, 2003.
Call No.: 657.61 CON

2004 XYZ Model Financial Accounts: an xyz presentation, by Kevin W. Neville, Kew: Thomson
Legal & Regulator y Limited, 2004.
Call No.: 657.3 NEV
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A C C O U N TA N T S ’ C O R N E R

… Counting on Humour
Plant Maintenance
A director of a company was very concerned with a
company’s strategy on plant maintenance, looking
into its performance & cost-benefit.
He called his engineer, production manager and
lastly, his accountant, where he then feels relief.
These were the Q&As:
Director: If we add two with two, what would be the
answer?
Engineer: Due to current plant design, definitely four,
Sir.
Production Manager: Assuming plant reliability is 90
per cent, it would be four, Sir.
Accountant: How much do you want, Sir...?

AT

Contributed by Kamarul Ariffin Ngah, Financial Analyst

Q. What’s the most wicked thing a group of young accountants can do?
A. Go into town and gang-audit someone

New Graduate
Fresh out of business
school, the young man
answered a wanted ad for
an accountant. Now he was
being inter viewed by a ver y
nervous man who ran a small
business that he had
started himself.
“I need someone with an
accounting degree,” the

66

man said. “But mainly, I’m looking for someone
to do my worrying for me.”
“Excuse me?” the accountant said.
“I worry about a lot of things,” the man said.
“But I don’t want to have to worry about money.
Your job will be to take all the money worries off
my back.”
“I see,” the accountant said. “And how much
does the job pay?”
“I’ll start you at eighty thousand.”
“Eighty thousand dollars!” the accountant exclaimed. “How can such a small business afford a
sum like that?”
“That,” the owner said, “Is your first worry.” AT

Frog or
Princess
An accountant was
crossing a road one
day when a fr og
called out to him
and said, “If you kiss
me, I’ll turn into a
beautiful princess”. He
bent over, picked up
the frog and put it in his
pocket. The frog spoke
up again and said, “If you
kiss me and turn me back
into a beautiful princess, I will stay
with you for
one week”.
The accountant took the frog out of his pocket, smiled at
it and returned it to the pocket. The frog then
cried out, “If you kiss me and turn me back into
a princess, I’ll stay with you and do ANYTHING
you want.” Again the accountant took the frog
out, smiled at it and put it back into his pocket.
Finally, the frog asked, “What is the matter?
I’ve told you I’m a beautiful princess, that I’ll
stay with you for a week and do anything you
want. Why won’t you kiss me?” The accountant
said, “Look I’m an accountant. I don’t have time
for a girlfriend, but a talking frog, now that’s
cool.” AT
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